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Executive summary
The findings in this report are the outcome of an unbiased evaluation of the ICOS ERIC by Technopolis
during the six-month period January–June 2018.
This report communicates the findings of the baseline study for ICOS’ performance on achieving its
strategic objectives, which have been operationalised in 17 distinct Key Performance Indicators (KPI).
We have structured the executive summary along the strategic objectives and report our findings for
each of the KPIs separately.
Overall, our findings support the conclusion that ICOS generally realises their mission: on three of the
five parts of its strategic objectives ICOS is already able to realise to larger extent, namely in producing
standardised high-precision long-term observational data, in stimulating scientific studies and
modelling efforts and providing platform for data analysis and synthesis, and in being a European
pillar of a global greenhouse gas (GHG) observation system. On two out of five parts, communicating
science-based knowledge towards society and contributing timely information relevant to the GHG
policy and decision-making, and promoting technical developments, realisation of its mission is still
under development, and already achieved to some extent.

Producing standardised high-precision long-term observational data
ICOS improves the quality, spatial resolution and time series length of GHG observations by 1) enabling
the combination of different data sets from different countries and across the atmosphere, ecosystem
and ocean domain; 2) providing certainty for measurement stations to operate longer than the time
horizon of (often) single operating personnel as it gives measurement sites an institutional basis, and 3)
setting a (high) level of standardisation. This, together with the generally observed increase in data
quality that is attributed to ICOS, is acknowledged and rewarded by member states contributing to ICOS,
resulting in prolonged site operation as funding is secured for longer time periods.
ICOS has since its inception made a significant contribution to the European and the global climate
science community by:
•

Increasing the volume of data available

•

Greatly enhancing the measurement and data quality of many measurement sites that lacked
knowledge, funds or instruments to meet ICOS standards. Of the 134 ICOS measurement
stations, 48 stations are currently in the last step of the evaluation process, and 17 stations hold
the status of an official ICOS station.

•

Improving access to data and data uniformity throughout its network

•

Developing measurement standards and protocols

•

Providing reference samples through central analytical facilities

Even though ICOS has only recently started to provide data from ICOS labelled stations there is already
a large number of researchers who indicate that they make use of ICOS services. This statement is also
supported by the global coverage of IP addresses accessing ICOS data.

Stimulating scientific studies and modelling efforts and providing platform for data analysis
and synthesis
A baseline bibliometric analysis of ICOS publications was performed and, the analysis being a baseline,
it is not possible to discuss trends or relative performance. The study should mention that future
bibliometric work, and to a large extent generating evidence for the performance of ICOS on this
strategic objective, will benefit from a less voluntary, stricter reference regime for papers using ICOS
originating data. At the time of writing, there exists a well-defined Digital Objective Identifier (DOI)

minting process, and a regime to improve adherence to this process is still under development. Results
from the bibliometric analysis show that ICOS originating papers have the potential to be widely cited.
In addition, possibly because of the breadth of ICOS covering ocean, atmosphere and land-based
observations, ICOS originating publications cover a large variety of different journals. While this is good
for exposure, it prohibits effective measurement of the impact factor.
Many scientists we interviewed argued that the combination of ocean, atmosphere and ecosystems data
and their measurement/analysis communities provides added value. This added value lies in connecting
the previously separated domains, making cross-comparisons possible and sprouting original research
ideas.
ICOS provision of analytics and synthesis services can also be measured by the provision of data
products. ICOS is the main European provider to the globally used OBSPACK, CarbonTracker and
GLOBALVIEWplus products, that are integrally used in (inverse) modelling by the global climate
modelling community.
ICOS also provides physical services through the Thematic Centres (TC) and the central analytical
facilities (CAL). These are widely used and the CAL is gaining importance in the global reference sample
network, being second to only one other institution, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), which has carried out this role for decades.

Communicating science-based knowledge towards society and contributing timely
information relevant to the GHG policy and decision-making
AltMetric data show that ICOS related publications catch attention inside and outside of the scientific
domain. Evidence shows that ICOS contributes data to a number of organisations which use (inverse)
modelling to provide information directly to policy makers, among them the World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO) with the Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) program and the Integrated Global
Greenhouse Gas Information System (IG3IS) program, the Global Carbon Project (GCP), the Global
Climate Observation System (GCOS) and the Group on Earth Observation (GEO). Furthermore, ICOS
has provided information directly to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) during COP 1 21–23. ICOS has recently been admitted as observer organisation for the COP,
which means they can send representatives to attend any sessions or meetings.
The provision of data is essential for developing models and subsequent insights that are relevant to
policy makers. Indeed, although currently the data that ICOS provides are in such a format that they are
primarily used by climate scientists, there is an explicit expectation from stakeholders that ICOS
contributes to better decisions by means of better data.
At this time, we have only been able to substantiate this claim with references to articles that pre-date
ICOS, because the most recent Assessment Report published by the The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) dates from 2013. As such it does not (and cannot) refer to official ICOS data,
only the pre-ICOS data. We do know that current ICOS related information feeds into the right bodies
and expect ICOS references in future IPCC publications. Indeed, a vast majority of interviewees feel that
there will be a step change in the impact of publications based on ICOS data when these will be based
on ICOS data from certified measurement stations.
ICOS shows regular (conventional) media coverage in at least 10 countries, with a second highest score
of coverage in the United States. On social media, ICOS performs best with the ICOScapes campaign on
Instagram. Collaborations with ICOS can sometimes lead to media coverage that is valued by scientists.

1 COP (Conference of the Parties) is the supreme decision-making body of the UNFCCC. It brings together representatives of all
those countries that have signed and ratified the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).

ICOS also reaches primary- and secondary school audiences, mostly through local researchers. Over 1/2
of them gave public lectures outside academia and a similar fraction reached mainstream media or
popular science. Almost 1/3 of researchers gave lessons at a primary or secondary school about ICOS –
all of these fractions did so often or “a few times”. This conclusion is supported by the results of the
survey, where a majority of the participants is convinced (80%) that ICOS will lead to an improved
quality of decision making on carbon dioxide (CO2)-relevant topics.
ICOS also has a unifying effect on the governmental levels by means of science diplomacy. An
international collaboration like ICOS brings together not only scientists but also representatives of
environment-related ministries that participate. The fact that there is a high level of rigor and
organisation in the production of data sends a clear message to stakeholders that there is a broader
vision than one project or even national strategy. Interviewees external to ICOS member states mention
the fact that countries from the European Union (EU) have successfully come together to make a joint
observation facility should not be underestimated, and that getting people on the same page is very
important and non-trivial.

Promoting technical developments
Technical developments can be understood as “software” in the form of technical protocols for
measurement and data administration, as well as hardware for measuring data and acquiring samples.
In both respects, our findings suggest that ICOS has made a positive contribution to both the European
and the global measurement standards. For what concerns protocols and technical standards, 68% of
the survey respondents argued that ICOS has to a large extent been successful in coordinating and
developing protocols for measurements of GHG concentration and fluxes. ICOS, as one of the largest
single procurers of GHG measurement instruments, can set demands for instruments because of the
promise of volume of sold devices for those who comply. In addition, complying with ICOS standards is
advertised by suppliers as a seal of quality. Instrument makers expect that this influence will only
increase as ICOS data starts flowing more steadily in the near future, as this causes increased exposure.
Finally, although one third of the survey respondents indicate that collaborating with ICOS has led to
new or improved instruments or other hardware, at this point in time this has led to a very limited
number of public-private partnerships.

ICOS as the European pillar of a global GHG observation system
ICOS has successfully placed itself in the international climate science, primarily as a provider of
excellent data. In this role, ICOS is well connected to global scientific bodies such as the WMO, IG3IS,
GCOS and NOAA in the US, as well as to global data initiatives such as FLUXNET or SOCAt 2.
As it connects well to other European climate science projects and other (ESFRI) Environmental
Research Infrastructures, ICOS has achieved a core position as European pillar of a global GHG
observation system. In addition, ICOS successfully gathers new or renewed funding commitments from
European member states, which is an indicator for their relevance as perceived by stakeholders – those
external to ICOS or climate science. The RINGO project 3, which successfully binds 43 partners across
19 countries to ICOS RI and connects them with each other, is a good example of this.

World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) Integrated Global Greenhouse Gas Information System (IG3IS) and Global Climate
Observing System (GCOS) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Surface Ocean CO₂ Atlas (SOCAt). Also
see glossary, appendix C.

2

3 The Readiness of ICOS for Necessities of Integrated Global Observations (RINGO project is a 4-year H2020 project with a
total budget of 4,719,680.00 euros with specific emphasis on the further development of the readiness of ICOS Research
Infrastructure (ICOS RI) to foster its sustainability.

ICOS’ value to the research community is more directly captured by the success of the bi-annual Science
Conference organised by ICOS. This conference is attended by both European researchers (on average
90% of the participants is associated with a European research institute) and researchers from around
the world (on average 10% of the participants has an affiliation outside Europe). Over the past 6 years,
this conference has developed a stable attendance pattern of on average 200 participants from more
than 20 countries who attend each conference.
ICOS’ relatively young age, combined with its distributed nature, poses a challenge to achieving both a
global presence and a clear position within Europe. Although ICOS is unique in providing integrated
and standardised data, it is not a European climate science research institution, and doesn’t aim to be a
research institute either. It consists of contributions from about 70 research institutions which all have
their own scientific profiles and themselves are evaluated for their performance and impactindependent of ICOS. This raises two challenges: (1) the contributing organisations need incentives to
invest into ICOS and (2) ICOS needs a position that is not perceived as competition by its host
institutions. The latter conflict is also seen from outside: members from international panels mentioned
that it is currently not always clear who is the best party to deal with: a constituent institution or ICOS
ERIC? Careful consideration of the ICOS role is therefore necessary. ICOS can claim a place in the global
climate science field as a representative of 70 European research institutes; however, to do so it needs
to earn this role through thorough internal discussion that leads to an endorsement of this role by these
participating organisations.

Conclusions
This is the first impact assessment of a distributed environmental research infrastructure. The
methodology we used, and pitfalls that we encountered, can inform future impact evaluations of this
type. Although there are many variables that affect impact, such as size, level of distribution and field of
research, we found that the high level of internal organisation in ICOS was a key factor in its ability to
reach its aims.
Although in many cases it is too early to review quantitative evidence of the impact that ICOS has
generated, this study has gathered a substantial base of qualitative evidence for ICOS’ impacts. Together
with the available documentation and survey results it paints a picture of a research infrastructure that
is highly relevant within the European GHG research community. It has obtained this position for an
important part through the successful implementation of measurement protocols throughout the
research infrastructure, and its ability to provide datasets of consistently high quality.
One of the core tasks of ICOS since the start has been, and still is, the development of the standardisation
requirements of the National Networks. Although many stations are still awaiting approval, the first
stations that have undergone the station labelling process have now received the status of an official
ICOS station, and are publishing data through the ICOS Carbon Portal (CP). Despite the long duration
of this process, and the fact that data are only now becoming available, scientist working with ICOS are
very positive about the improvements in data quality that ICOS has brought about: not only the quality
of the physical measurements done by the measurement stations, but also to the transparency of the
data processing chain, and reliability of the data quality. According to scientist themselves
improvements in data quality and the harmonising of data processing protocols across measurement
stations are already improving the quality of scientific output. With the projection that by the end of
2019, 80-90% of the stations will be labelled, the focus of the Thematic Centres is expected to shift more
and more towards the further development of the ICOS, through data analysis and providing support to
the National Networks. In many cases this is a desired development for the scientist involved.
Despite the clear narrative on ICOS scientific impact, is was not possible to measure this using
traditional methods like bibliometrics of academic publications. This is a direct consequence of the fact
that official ICOS data have only very recently become available, and that the impact of academic
publications occurs with a time lag. The bibliometric analysis that was performed using publications
which predate the ICOS European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ICOS ERIC) indicate the high

potential that regularly updated ICOS data from ICOS certified stations has, both inside and outside the
academic world. The fact that there is a high uptake of ICOS’ data-related services and global data
products, even in the absence of ICOS-certified measurements suggest that ICOS fulfils a need in
providing a platform for data analysis. The DOI minting process recently implemented by ICOS should
improve attribution to ICOS both in academic publications and can potentially be used to improve
attribution to ICOS data products, provided that this process is adequately implemented.
ICOS effectiveness to unify the European climate science field has also had effects on innovation and
research and development (R&D). These originate mostly from the fact that ICOS is a single large
procurer with high demands. Suppliers of sensors and other measurement instrumentation mention
that being an ICOS client counts as a sort of quality certificate. Upstream economic impacts in the way
of investments mobilised by ICOS are significant and are primarily related to country contributions,
90% of which is used for National Network development and further development of Central Facilities.
ICOS is firmly integrated in the European research infrastructure landscape, certified by the large
number of joint research activities with other research infrastructures (RIs), and the use of various
methods and practices developed by ICOS in other research infrastructures. At the same time ICOS is
involved in a wide range of projects with a global coverage. The large number of services and
collaborations linked to global projects is testimony of the fact that the data gathered by ICOS have
added value to the research community beyond the ICOS members.
The combination reliable high-quality data on GHG, pan-European coverage and the presence of a
research community means that ICOS data, even in their early stage, are already used by various
communities and organisations who provide information to policy makers. The ‘contribution of timely
information relevant to the GHG policy and decision making’ is one of ICOS’ explicit aims, and at the
same time an example of an outcome where it is very difficult, if not impossible to attribute impact to
ICOS. The narrative is that knowledge about the what type of information is required to reach decision
makers, about where ICOS data can contribute to improve policy decisions, and about what the current
visibility is of ICOS, is crucial help to monitor ICOS’ relevance to climate action support. One example
of this is the Fifth Assessment Reports (AR5) of the IPCC, where ICOS contributed to several datasets.
In addition, the report makes the explicit recommendation to use longer timeseries in the estimation of
changes in atmospheric concentrations of GHG. ICOS can deliver these data, and thus this can be read
as a clear mandate for ICOS to produce this type of data.
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1

This report

This report presents the findings of the impact analysis for the Integrated Carbon Observation System
Research Infrastructure (ICOS RI). The study was commissioned by ICOS in November 2017 and carried
out by Technopolis between January and June 2018.
The aims of this study were four-fold:
1. To develop a comprehensive framework for the analyses of the impact of distributed research
Infrastructures in general and specifically the ICOS RI;
2. To develop a set of relevant and usable Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) enabling ICOS to
evaluate its impact;
3. To provide ICOS with the knowledge and capacity to determine the value of these KPIs and the
relationship amongst them;
4. To give ICOS relevant advice, based on prior experience with RI and the research undertaken
during this assignment, on a strategy to improve ICOS’ impact and performance.
To meet best the different demands, we have written up the findings of this study in two separate reports,
of which this one is the first. Each report covers a separate part of the study, and as such can be read on
itself; together these reports fully address the aim of the study. The reports cover the following areas:
Report I Methods report. This report provides a comprehensive background on the evaluation of
distributed research infrastructures, and ICOS in particular. It describes the types of impacts that can
be expected from research infrastructures based on our experience and according to the literature and
specifies how these apply to ICOS. It explains the methodology used in this study and makes clear what
the limitations are of this impact analysis. This report ends with a table that contains the 17 Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) that are used in this study, and their operationalisation.
Report II Impact indicator rapport. This report contains the results of our in-depth exploration of the
17 KPIs, together with the executive summary and study conclusions. It describes the impacts of ICOS
in each of the areas covered by the impact indicators, and places these impacts in the context of the
impact framework set out in report I. The structure of this report follows the categories outlined in ICOS
strategic objectives, as formulated for the ICOS General Assembly (GA) held in May 2018. As such, this
report not only reports on the findings of the 17 impact indicators, but also gives an insight in ICOS’
current positioning within its strategy. The goal of this report is to serve as a baseline for future
monitoring and assessment.
The distinction between the ICOS RI, which consists of the National Networks (NN), Central Facilities
(CF) and Head Office (HO), and the ICOS ERIC, which is the legal entity that governs this distributed
infrastructure and contains the data portal, is non-trivial. Throughout this report we will use ICOS ERIC
to refer to the governing entity, and ICOS to refer to the ICOS RI unless stated otherwise.
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Part 1: methods report.
2 ICOS: background and context
2.1

ICOS – a brief history

2.1.1

Organisation

The Integrated Carbon Observation System Research Infrastructure (ICOS RI) is a pan-European
research infrastructure that was first conceived of in 2006 by researchers in the European (FP6)
CarboEurope and CarboOcean projects. It subsequently entered the ESFRI roadmap and started a
preparation phase that lasted from 2008 t0 2013. In 2015 ICOS was established as an ERIC.
ICOS’ mission is 'to enable research to understand the greenhouse gas (GHG) budgets and
perturbations'. This mission statement is embedded in the organisation's structure and its activities,
such as the promotion of research, education and innovation in the field of environmental and most
notably climate studies. Its main purpose is to provide long-term observations required to describe the
present and future behaviour of the global carbon cycle and anthropogenic GHG emissions. The mission
statement is guided by two main objectives:
ICOS is to provide effective access to a single and coherent data set to facilitate research
into multi-scale analysis of GHG emissions, sinks and the processes that determine them.
ICOS provides ‘…information, which is profound for research and understanding of
regional budgets of greenhouse gas sources and sinks, their human and natural drivers and
the controlling mechanisms.'
The organisational structure to fulfil this mission is not common. ICOS is organised a European
Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC), a specific kind of EU legal entity that have as “their
principal task the establishment and operation of a research infrastructure on a non-economic basis
and should devote most of its resources to this principal task.” 4. ICOS is thus a consortium of
collaborating research institutions that has a legal entity appointed to govern the consortium and host
some of its activities. ICOS is the second environmental ERIC that was established.
ICOS ERIC is based in Helsinki and is co-operated by France. ICOS RI consists of the ICOS National
Networks (NN), ICOS Central Facilities (CF) and the ICOS ERIC hosted Head Office (HO) and Carbon
Portal (CP). The ICOS NN fulfil the data gathering activities, and ensure that the atmospheric,
ecosystems and marine stations are continuously operational. ICOS CF runs the central research
facilities, including data services as well as specific research and innovation activities. The central
research facilities include the Atmospheric Thematic Centre (ATC), Ecosystem Thematic Centre (ETC),
Ocean Thematic Centre (OTC) and Central Analytical Laboratories (CAL). As mentioned before, ICOS
ERIC hosts and operates the ICOS Carbon Portal (CP) which hosts common data services and functions
as a one-stop-shop for the access to ICOS data by users.
As ICOS is a distributed RI, it has no central physical facilities other than the management offices and
the Carbon Portal that publishes ICOS data. Data are generated by National Networks that operate
sensors. The site infrastructure that generates data is owned by the host institutions but is specifically
dedicated to ICOS and has in most countries been established in the framework of ICOS-related funding.
The Thematic Centres have been provided by established European research institutes. These institutes
are recognised for their high quality in oceanic, ecological, atmospheric or calibration measurements
related to greenhouse gases in general and CO2 in particular. Similar to the National Networks, the
Thematic Centres are dedicated to ICOS only. The member and host countries that are part of ICOS
make in-kind as well as in-cash contributions to National Networks and Central Facilities. States can be
4

Based on: https://www.icos-ri.eu/about-us
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members or observers of ICOS. The combined revenue of the complete research infrastructure including
European funds 5 was €24,2 million in the financial year 2017. Of this some €2.2 million was allocated
to the ERIC, i.e. the Head Office (HO) and the CP (ICOS Financial Report 2017).
The ICOS station network consist currently of 33 atmosphere, 80 ecosystem and 21 ocean stations.
These stations have been included in ICOS officially by the Member and Observer countries in the first
years of operations of ICOS ERIC.
A summary overview of the organisational structure of ICOS and how National Networks and Thematic
Centres relate to it is given in the diagram below. In terms of governance, the Director General is under
governance of the General Assembly. Arrows in the figure represent the fact that the Scientific Advisory
Board and the Ethical Advisory Board advise the General Assembly, and the Research Infrastructure
Committee gives advice to the Director General.
Figure 1: Organisational Structure ICOS RI.

Technopolis Group
ICOS is one of the ESFRI landscape landmarks. ESFRI (established in 2002) stands for European
Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures and consists of delegates from EU and associated countries.
It supports policy making on research infrastructures in Europe and facilitates a better use and
development of research infrastructures. ICOS has been on the ESFRI Roadmap since 2006. The
Roadmap identifies a limited number of research infrastructures which offer particularly high added
value for the European Research Area. ICOS achieved their Landmark Status in 2016, meaning that they
are now established as major elements of competitiveness of the European Research Area. ICOS has
been selected to become a pilot for the permanent evaluation of ESFRI landmarks during the year 2017.
Through its position within the ESFRI landscape ICOS serves as a blueprint for many other RIs, and

5

European funds consist of Horizon 2020 contributions to the HO and CP
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similarly, the methodology and findings from this impact analysis will feed into the permanent
evaluation of ESFRI landmarks.
ICOS is not the only environmental RI in Europe. There is intensive and fruitful collaboration between
European environmental RIs in the ENVRI(plus) projects. These projects bring together Environmental
and Earth System Research Infrastructures, projects and networks, together with technical specialist
partners to create a more coherent, interdisciplinary and interoperable cluster of Environmental
Research Infrastructures across Europe. The project was established because, although environmental
Research Infrastructures provide key tools and instruments for the researchers to address specific
challenges within their own scientific fields, the grand challenges such as climate change and extinction
events require an interdisciplinary approach that demands intensive collaboration among
(environmental) scientific communities. After all, natural phenomena do not respect disciplinary
boundaries. Collaboration within the ENVRIplus enables the multidisciplinary Earth system science
across the traditional scientific fields, which is so important in order to address today’s global challenges.
This avoids fragmentation and duplication of efforts, making the Research Infrastructures’ products and
solutions easier to use with each other, improving their innovation potential and cost/benefit ratio of
the Research Infrastructure operations. 6
2.1.2

Aims of ICOS

Global climate science benefits from globally uniform GHG measurements and data that cover sinks,
sources and transport mechanisms in high resolution. The most prominent needs for climate scientists
are:
• Long time series of data to investigate historic trends and make reliable extrapolations
• Uniform data collection methods with





standardised measurement instruments
standardised reference samples
well-known and preferably uniform instrument specifications

• Linked measurements of ocean, atmosphere and land-based GHG balances
• Consistent metadata that describes the dataset and makes uncertainties explicit, so the data is more
easily shared across communities
• An accessible repository for climate scientists world-wide according to the FAIR principles:


Findable



Interoperable




Accessible
Reusable

These demands are recognised by the global community and an initiative to meet them was direly
needed. The European climate science community has much to gain in particular, because the many
nationally coordinated measurement initiatives on a single continent had a high risk of misalignment
and fragmentation. In this context, ICOS was conceived to bring together knowledge, data and expertise
that support international projects. To fulfil its objectives, the ICOS aims to deliver:
A standardised network to improve supply of and access to data, and to enable the development of
flux products that deliver insight in sources and sinks for GHGs that are relevant for research and policy.
The value-added impact of the infrastructure is an enhanced visibility and dissemination of European
GHG data and derived knowledge: Prior to ICOS, observatories were managed differently in each
country and data were not homogenously processed.

6

http://www.envriplus.eu/introduction/
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Integration of observations of the atmosphere, ocean and terrestrial ecosystems into a single,
coherent, precise dataset, thus creating the foundation for a comprehensive European carbon database
and its long-term development.
High-quality data. The purpose of ICOS is to generate a high precision GHG dataset that enables the
establishment of accurate carbon budgets from regional to local scales, with a contribution to global
observations. This helps in estimating the effectiveness of measures to control emissions and manage
the carbon cycle and underpin this with new understanding of carbon cycles in the Earth system and
climate feedbacks 7 . The target is a daily mapping of sources and sinks at scales down to about 10 km.
Long-term observations from measurement stations that will be operated for at least 15 years 8 ICOS
wants to deliver long term data that is required to understand both the current situation and future
behaviour of the global carbon cycles and GHG emissions.
Centralised coordination at the European level, that will guide the process of establishing the Thematic
Centres, Monitoring Station Assemblies, Data Portal, central analytical facilities, organise budgeting and
fundraising, and outreach at the project level.

2.2

A typology of research infrastructures and ways to measure impacts

In the context of our task of assessing the impact of a major European research infrastructure, it is worth
highlighting existing efforts and discuss the nature and purpose of research infrastructures (RIs) more
broadly. Currently, standard approaches to impact assessment of RIs are in very early stages. Therefore,
this study is not only interesting because it describes ICOS’ impact but is also interesting from a
methodological point of view, as it makes an important contribution to the understanding of impacts
resulting from research infrastructures, and distributed research infrastructures in specific. Given the
growing importance of RIs in a range of fields, the approach and findings of this study are therefore of
interest both community of ICOS stakeholders and stakeholders outside ICOS community. Our
methodology produces a detailed and comprehensive picture of the aggregate and country-level impacts
that ICOS has achieved across different impact domains. It highlights current good practice and
formulates recommendations for the future sustainability of ICOS.
2.2.1

Overview of Research infrastructures

RIs play an increasing role in scientific research and are now actively developed and used in most
scientific domains, allowing for excellence in science through increased collaboration and innovation,
and the pooling of efforts and resources. They are not only dedicated to basic scientific research: many
also provide direct scientific support for the resolution of major societal and environmental challenges.
RIs are facilities, resources (including human) and related services needed by the research community
to conduct research in any scientific or technological field, for example 9:
• Major equipment or groups of instruments used for research purposes;
• Permanently attached instruments, managed by the facility operator for the benefit of researchers,
industrial partners and society in general;
• Knowledge-based resources such as collections, archives, structured information or systems related
to data management, used in scientific research;
• Enabling information and communication technologies or e-infrastructures such as grid, computing,
and software communications;
• Any other entity of a unique nature that is used for scientific research.
7 Griniece E., Reid A. and Angelis J. (2015) Evaluating and Monitoring the Socio-Economic Impact of Investment in Research
Infrastructures, Technopolis Group
8

Status on 10 August 2017. For latest details, see: https://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures/?pg=eric-landscape

9

Technopolis Group (2017) Comparative impact study of the European Social Survey (ESS) ERIC
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Due to a large number of research communities and complex research needs, there are very different
types of research infrastructures with specific characteristics. Accepted typologies of RIs include the
following: single-sited facilities such as the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN),
distributed facilities such as astronomical observatories, mobile facilities such as research vessels and
virtual facilities such as the European Social Survey (ESS). RIs can also range in size from small or
medium specific to the needs of a given research institution or a country, to large-scale facilities of
significance on a European or global level. Their missions and objectives can also differ from science to
public services (collective goods, health, environment, etc.).
Setting up such large-scale facilities between several countries requires an understanding of the
framework conditions available in each country. The legal framework under national or international
laws (allowing a creation of a well-functioning and appropriate partnerships between the countries) is
one of the major challenges. To overcome this burden, the European Commission responded to the
request from EU countries and the scientific community and proposed a legal framework for a European
Research Infrastructure.
In May 2009 10, the European Council agreed on a regulation for a community legal framework for
European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC) in order to facilitate establishment and operation
of RIs at the European level. This framework defines the criteria for an RI to qualify as an ERIC and
their governing rules. ERICs can be used for new RIs or for already established ones when the members
decide that changing the legal status to ERIC will bring benefits to the operation of their RI. Currently
18 pan-European RIs have ERIC status and there is one formal application for a further ERIC. 11
2.2.2

Experience with impact studies of ERICs/ RIs

There is an increasing demand for methodologies and tools that can assess the social and economic
impact of RIs, to inform ex-ante prioritisation/decision making on new (and upgraded) RIs,
ongoing/interim monitoring and ex-post evaluation of existing RIs. The demand stems from funding
agencies, policymakers at all levels (local, national, regional authorities) and RI administrators, but also
from existing or new user communities in many sectors of industry and society. Building and operating
RIs requires a growing share of public research funding, and government and research funding
institutions are therefore increasingly concerned with the value for money and the added value that
these infrastructures provide, and this in a context of increased pressure on public budgets.
While RIs are designed for research needs, their impacts reach beyond fuelling science alone. The
advanced technical opportunities and the concentration of skilled human capital and know-how can
foster innovation, create new or expand existing markets, attract inward investment, increase economic
activity and potentially have an impact on the social and cultural life in a particular region.
This is particularly the case for environmental research infrastructures. They often have socio-economic
impact embedded in their mission statements, albeit implicitly. This is because, besides scientific
interest into the workings of the Earth system, humans have a large stake in a sound understanding of
it to support their own lives. Improved insights into the workings of ecosystems and emissions, in a
rational world, should lead to improved management and behaviour. It then leads to changes in
conservation policy: how we exploit natural capital such as forests and fisheries, and the changes in
emissions into or extractions out of the system we allow ourselves to make. It is obvious that such
changes lead to, or are in themselves, socio-economic impacts.
Indeed, the establishment of many environmental research infrastructures is problem-driven. For
example, problems with depletion of natural capital, rising CO2 concentrations or demand for increased
food production drive research that tries to solve these problems. The problems arising and the research
accompanying it is also usually interdisciplinary. We can see this within ICOS combining ocean,
atmosphere and ecosystem measurements. Still, ICOS addresses mainly the CO2 problem, which is only
one component of (our interaction with) the environment.
10
11

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-09-856_en.htm?locale=fr
Status on 10 August 2017. For latest details, see: https://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures/?pg=eric-landscape
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To stimulate collaboration within the environmental research domain and reduce duplicate efforts, the
European ENVRI(plus) project was established. It combines several research infrastructures that study
the ocean, the atmosphere, ecosystems, the solid earth, biodiversity and others. Collaboratively, such
RIs generate insights that have tangible impacts, considering for example the “stranded assets”
phenomenon:
Stranded assets in the energy domain are assets or reserves that, given their cost of production
or regulatory allowances, are either economically or legally no longer able to produce or
extract resources despite them being technically available. This phenomenon becomes larger
as CO2 emission ceilings are lowered to curb global warming within the Paris accord limits.
Simply put, it amounts to the statement that if we want to limit global warming to <=2 degrees
C, we cannot burn up all the fossil fuel reserves we know we have. An interesting discussion
and early estimation of the economic impact of stranded assets is given by the International
Energy Agency 12.
Other such risks are real estate objects and projects that become uninsurable, as is described in the KPI
report. The size of such (avoided) risks can be argued to be an indicator of an environmental impact.
Conversely, in the realm of ecosystem services and natural capital, researchers attempt to put an
economic valuation on commons such as fisheries, breathable air, clean water and so on. By making the
economic value of conservation explicit, preservation or destruction can no longer be ignored in
economical. This should then make ecosystem services and natural capital an integral part of economic
considerations.
Given this systemic nature of Environmental RIs impacts and broad collaboration among them, they
can be viewed as focal points for continuous interaction between scientific, technological, socioeconomic, political and policy development. 13
It is clearly difficult to quantify and understand such impacts as returns on investments into RIs in
conventional (commercial) terms. Investments in RIs bring a broad range of benefits that spread across
wider society rather than serving merely the direct stakeholders (owners and users of RIs). Official
statistics do not sufficiently describe the variety of benefits associated with the development and, more
importantly, exploitation of RIs. It is also difficult to create a unified RI impact evaluation framework
because RIs differ in their life cycles, networks and/or ownership as well as different stakeholders’
expectations (scientific, technological, economic, public or policymakers). More elaborate and finetuned approaches are needed to account for the impacts that the RI investment brings to science,
economy and society. This study is the first attempt at creating such a framework, and the first impact
evaluation of an environmental research infrastructure.
The Global Science Forum (GSF) set up an expert group in 2014 to examine potential priorities for RI
policy that should be addressed at the global level. One of the highest priorities was evaluation of the
socio-economic impact of RIs. The GSF secretariat then carried out a review of existing reports and
identified that a standard impact assessment framework is missing and there is no agreed model shared
between funding agencies and/or RIs’ organisations to measure socio-economic impact. 14
Therefore, a heterogeneous set of methods is typically applied to capture the effects of RIs, most of which
address standard economic impacts (direct effects) and to some extent economic multipliers. However,
comprehensive and methodologically demanding studies are still rare. Core aspects of benefits
associated with RIs, such as their impact on human and social capital formation and innovation, are not
extensively explored.
12

IEA(2013) Redrawing the energy map: World energy outlook special report.

Griniece E., Reid A. and Angelis J. (2015) Evaluating and Monitoring the Socio-Economic Impact of Investment in Research
Infrastructures, Technopolis Group
13

Moulin J. (2016) Workshop on Methodologies and Tools for assessing Socio-Economic Impact of Research Infrastructures, Global
Science Forum (Paris, 3 November 2015)
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RIs already collect a wide range of valuable data/indicators that can be used for impact analysis. These
are usually intended to describe RIs’ direct output and are used for RI management. The assessment of
societal and (indirect) economic impact is an additional requirement that further increases the
administrative effort involved in data collection by RIs. Data currently collected typically include data
on the standard scientific output and impact (e.g. bibliographic/bibliometric data, scientific
collaborations, current research projects, scientific prizes, PhDs and post-doc applications), and
economic/econometric data (e.g. direct economic impact indicators), although it is difficult to determine
the exact share of the RI’s impact in the overall economic impact. Assessing more indirect socioeconomic returns (e.g. impact on the R&D performed by companies involved in using or building RIs)
remains a challenge. Social impact data are sometimes available, but these are less developed and
address only a limited part of potentially valuable impacts. The difference in availability of data
complicates the task of creating a balanced set of indicators to measure the impact of a research
infrastructure.
2.2.3

Distributed and virtual research infrastructures

Assessing the impact of a research infrastructure becomes even more complex when a research
infrastructure is not a fixed physical centre, structure or location, such as software, digital archives,
databases or survey instruments (as opposed to, for example, laboratories, telescopes, or polar
exploration vessels). This is known as a non-physical or distributed research infrastructure. The ICOS
RI is an example of such distributed RIs as it consists of internationally distributed sites, such as the
ICOS National Networks (NN), ICOS Central Facilities (CF) and ICOS ERIC Head Office. The ICOS NN
fulfil the data gathering activities, and ensure that the atmospheric, ecosystems and marine stations are
continuously operational. ICOS CF runs the central research facilities. These include the Atmospheric
Thematic Centre (ATC), Ecosystem Thematic Centre (ETC), Ocean Thematic Centre (OTC) and Central
Analytical Laboratories (CAL).
The literature review performed by the Global Science Forum’s Expert Group on RIs showed that there
is still no answer to the question of how evaluation/assessment models established mainly for singlesited RIs could be extended to internationally distributed RIs, or how the size of an RI affects its impact.
This is particularly relevant to the distributed or virtual RIs. It is clear however that, given the diversity
of RIs, their impact on science, economy and society in different geographies is extremely variable.
Impact assessment will differ with scale (e.g. national mid-scale vs. large international facilities), type
(e.g. different pathways and productive interactions for single-sited vs. distributed vs. virtual e-RI) or
discipline (e.g. applied technical science vs. social sciences and humanities vs. environmental
observation platforms). 15
For the ICOS Impact Assessment, we have chosen a framework that is usually applied to policy
interventions. Such a framework systematically describes the problems to which the establishment of
the RI is an answer, together with the strategic objectives and activities, and the associated outcomes
and impacts. More importantly, this policy intervention analysis framework distinguishes different
stages of directness and attributability in effects. By making explicit the uncertainties that exist as a
consequence of indirect impacts, we are better able to provide narratives. This has resulted in an
assessment based on KPIs that assess direct and more indirect effects of ICOS, which are aligned with
ICOS strategic objectives.

15

Moulin J. (2016) Workshop on Methodologies and Tools for assessing Socio-Economic Impact of Research Infrastructures,
Global Science Forum (Paris, 3 November 2015)
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3 Background to the ICOS Impact Assessment
3.1

The study objectives

The overall objective of this study is
“To analyse ICOS’ impact in a broad approach including scientific, societal, and economic
aspects, comprising ICOS data, results and services”.
This analysis enables ICOS to see what has been achieved and where more progress can be made to
further the successful development and foster the sustainability of ICOS. The aim of the impact
assessment is not only to focus on the actual mission and objectives of the institute, as is common for an
evaluation, but to go further and to unintended impacts as well. As such, this study delivers more value
for strategic orientation as it also includes strategic recommendations to enhance ICOS’ impact in
relevant areas.
To achieve this overarching objective, the study aims to:
• Develop an impact assessment framework for ICOS;
• Develop a range of well-defined and well-documented impact indicators that cover all aspects of ICOS
work, and will result in meaningful interpretation;
• Document how these indicators are measured such that a repeated impact assessment in the future is
possible, potentially by ICOS staff itself;
• Identify the different kind of impacts from ICOS, and map these on specific impact domains;
• Find and describe the impact pathways through which ICOS contributes to these impact domains;
• Identify best practice and lessons for impact generation within ICOS ERIC;
• Pinpoint internal strengths and weaknesses, and external opportunities and threats.

3.2

Definition of impact

In prior impact assessments for research infrastructures that Technopolis has conducted, for example
ESS, SKA and the Einstein Telescope, the impact assessment focusses on four broad types of impact,
namely:
• Science and Technology, including highly cited or otherwise influential work; patents and spinoffs and the establishment of measurement, analysis and modelling standards.
• Social impact, such as awareness raising; providing an evidence base for public policy; the formation
of public-private partnerships and the subsequent results.
• Human Capital impact, this includes the formation of new educational programmes in universities
and graduates in related fields, and the attraction or retention of skilled workers to the facilities
• Economic and Innovation impact, this includes developments of new or improved measurement
methods, joint ventures and asset sharing, hardware innovations and the creation of employment.
In conversations with the client, it became clear that this categorisation that is best suited for physical,
single-site research infrastructures, did not match up with the expected impacts of ICOS, especially with
the specific aspects of environmental research infrastructures. The impact to be achieved by the
institution and the operational nature – it is after all an Observation System – require a framework that
better captures these aspects. With ICOS also being a distributed, partly virtual research infrastructure,
in was necessary to refine the typology such that it best fits ICOS’ organisation, and we have continued
to do so throughout the process of the impact analysis. For this reason, the impact areas described in
the headline report, which contained the preliminary findings of the impact analysis differ from the
standard categories described above.
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At an early stage of the study, Science became a category in and of itself, with several sub categories.
Technology and Innovation formed a new category that was separate from Economy; Social impact
became societal impact; climate policy and political influence was added, and human capital
disappeared as a category.
Although this new categorisation aligned better with the recently updated mission statements it lacked
a clear link between the impact indicators and ICOS mission statements. Therefore, it was agreed to
organise the KPIs in line with ICOS’ strategic objectives for the KPI report that makes up part two of this
volume. Table 1 gives an overview of the KPIs corresponding with the mission statements.
Table 1: ICOS revised strategy objectives with corresponding KPIs as used in the headline report

ICOS revised strategy objectives

Corresponding KPIs

Producing standardised highprecision long-term observational
data

Longer time series of data

Stimulating scientific studies and
modelling efforts and providing
platform for data analysis and
synthesis

Global harmonisation of data sets, methods, algorithms or
instruments
Number of ICOS related articles published
Number of (global) services provided
Popularity of ICOS data
Media appearances

Communicating science-based
knowledge towards society and
contributing timely information
relevant to the GHG policy and
decision-making

Promoting technical developments

Ensuring that ICOS is the European
pillar of a global GHG observation
system

Technopolis Group

ICOS is able to provide policy-relevant data
ICOS related publications are used outside the scientific domain
Insight on carbon source and sinks on national and regional level
A reduction of damage by extreme weather events through more
effective climate mitigation policy
Improved long-term decisions through enhanced political
discourse based on evidence
The formation of public-private partnerships and outcomes:
products or enterprises
Investments mobilised by ICOS
Joint ventures, asset sharing, joint research activities at other
research infrastructures
Number of attendees of and presentations during the ICOS
science conference
Application of ICOS data in globally leading models
Recognition of ICOS as a blueprint for global measurement
networks. This will be based on information obtained through
interviews

One thing to note is that the indicators are not evenly distributed between the strategic objectives: ICOS
primary objective, to produce standardised high-precision long-term observational data, only has one
indicator, whereas the other strategic objectives have more indicators set against them. The reason for
this, as will be explained in more detail in the next chapter, is the positioning of these strategic aims and
their accompanying KPIs in the ‘impact chain’. What this means is that although the production of
standardised data is of crucial importance and should (as it is) be the focus of ICOS’ activities, it relates
to an output, and precedes the generation of impact further down the line. As the focus of this study is
on measuring ICOS’ impact, the emphasis is on providing KPIs that a clear description of where and
how impact is generated, and less on measuring ICOS’ performance on its outputs.
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3.3

Scope of this Impact Assessment

Achievement of the strategic objectives should lead to impacts on the state of science, knowledge and
technology that in turn influences several domains of society: political decision making, societal
awareness and the economy. This ultimately affects the biogeochemical cycle that allows life on earth.
It is immediately clear that, to assess ICOS’ effectiveness in achieving impacts on these domains through
its activities, a conceptual framework is necessary. The chain of effects spreads over multiple years or
even decades and most effects are indirect. In this section we briefly review several policy analysis
frameworks to arrive at ICOS impact pathways.
The European Commission (among many others) advises for policy assessments or evaluations to use a
standard evaluation framework (European Commission, 2006). It shows that before any impact is
achieved, a chain of effects is traversed that explicitly mentions and categorises an institution’s (or a
society’s) Needs, Objectives, Inputs, Outputs, Outcomes and Impacts (see Figure 2). We have adapted
and elaborated on this framework, as we will describe below.
Figure 2: Framework to analyse effects from problem to impact

Technopolis Group

An evaluation framework enables strategists and researchers to ask for each item whether or to what
extent the items in the diagram relate to each other. If they do not (sufficiently or arguably), this usually
means that there is problem with the strategy. This means that objectives should address the needs in a
logical way and the activities should contribute to reaching the objectives, while input should be
sufficient to be able to perform the activities. Activities should lead to outputs, that in turn lead to
outcomes and impacts.
The latter distinction between outputs, outcomes and impacts deserves some more attention. In the case
of ICOS for example, an output would be a data set, or an improved instrument. While possibly useful
in itself, the production of these outputs is only useful if they are adopted by the scientific community to
create knowledge: we call this an outcome. This knowledge in turn only has wider societal impacts if
people become aware of it and start acting (differently) because of it.
During the Impact Pathway Mapping Workshop in Brussels, we discovered possible outputs, outcomes,
impacts and their mutual relations with ICOS stakeholders. Before we discuss the results of this
workshop, it is useful to first place ICOS strategy in the framework below. The numbers refer to the
order of the strategic objectives.
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Figure 3: ICOS strategy placed in an impact framework. Numbered items correspond with strategy objectives

Technopolis Group

Viewing ICOS’ outputs, outcomes, impacts and stakeholders in the context of the impact framework
makes it explicit that ICOS’ strategic objectives are placed throughout the effect chain. This is an
important remark because a well-designed effect chain should be a causal chain: item 5 cannot be
achieved before items 1–4 are achieved. What is more, it becomes clear that strategic objectives 2 and 4
are prerequisites for any other impacts that ICOS ERIC wants to achieve.
From the problem definition we can see that a resolution of the problem could have profound impacts
downstream from the scientific domain. After all, knowledge of and effective policy for climate change
can affect economies, personal decisions, international relations and so forth.
An impact assessment of ICOS’ strategy is thus a complicated exercise. Because the intended effects of
ICOS are spread throughout the effect chain, and they are causally related through the framework
posited above, measurement of the achievement of impacts is impeded by attribution and time lag.
Attribution is made increasingly difficult because, the further away one goes from the direct
intervention, the more room other developments have to also influence the outcome. Time lag is an issue
because the intended effects (for example strategy item #4) may not have happened yet at the time of
measurement. Finding and filling a good set of indicators is thus a complicated exercise.
Our approach to finding indicators for each of the impact areas consisted of an initial longlisting of
indicators, which was the result of analysis of ICOS internal documents and stakeholder interviews. This
long list of more than 47 indicators, was then scored based on the perceived feasibility, coverage, the
usefulness and the expected availability of information of the indicators, in collaboration with the study
team and the client. Finally, a reduced list was presented at the RINGO annual meeting 16, were the
attendees were asked to vote to select the indicator they perceived as most important within each impact
area. The results of this vote are included in the annex; for brevity we choose to show which areas
participants found most important to report impact on.

16 The Readiness of ICOS for Necessities of Integrated Global Observations (RINGO) project is a 4-year H2020
project with specific emphasis on the further development of the ICOS Research Infrastructure. The 2nd annual
meeting took place on 21st of March 2018 in Antwerp.
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Figure 4: Results of the audience vote during RINGO meeting: perceived importance of impact areas with
number of votes along the top row.

Technopolis Group

From the vote it became clear that participants deemed Science, Technology and Innovation and
subsequently Economy the most important to report on. In each of the domains, we asked the audience
to vote on 1 of several proposed indicators in a similar way. Their preferences were taken into account
when selecting the resulting indicator list of 20 indicators that cover the five impact areas. These
indicators will, as far as possible within the boundaries of the impact area they cover, provide consistent
measurements on the long-term and serve as a baseline for potential future evaluations.
It is important to note that this list of indicators is, necessarily, a reflection of the audience that did the
voting: the RINGO meeting likely had a high proportion of scientist attending. As such, these results do
not accurately reflect society but rather represents priorities within RINGO, and equally the ICOS
community, which consists predominantly of scientist.
Furthermore, the selection of indicators and the indirect effects that ICOS aims to achieve necessitate a
qualitative approach. Because of the problems of attribution and time lag, the focus of this study is
primarily on the verification of impact pathways. Such verification relies on
• The plausibility of narratives that describe causal relations between impacts
• Early signs connecting sparse evidence of impacts that substantiate the narratives

3.4

Method overview

This impact assessment employed a selection of methods, displayed below.
Figure 5: Methods employed per work package

Technopolis Group
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For brevity, we present the methods per work package.
Work package 1 – Framework development & impact mapping
 Desk research/ document review of internal documents and collaborations




Exploratory interviews to map the field
Impact mapping workshop with ICOS Head Office and external stakeholders

• Work package 2 – Development of Key Performance Indicators (KPI)


Interviews with ICOS internal stakeholders



Desk study towards indicator identification and selection



Presentation of impact pathways and proposed KPIs at the annual RINGO meeting



Desk study identifying relevant data sources

• Work package 3 – Impact analysis


25 in-depth interviews with (European) stakeholders in science, government and industry to
gather information on impact pathways and achieved impacts



Online survey, which was sent out to 278 people who are related or acquainted with ICOS with
a global coverage. The population included scientist, ICOS employees and to private sector
parties. From the 278 invited 101 filled in the survey which gives a response rate of 37%, which
is well within the usual range for studies like this in our experience.



ICOS stakeholder mapping. This was done by listing people named in the documents and
websites that were analysed as part of the desk study, through active searches and through
snowballing by asking interviewees for names, limited by availability.



Publication and citation analysis of ICOS publications provided by ICOS HO



Desk study on impact of traditional media using Meltwater (a commercially available reputation
analysis tool)



Analysis of social media data provided by ICOS





Review of potential policy impacts from ICOS publications
Four impact case studies with a description of achieved impact within each of the three Thematic
Centers and the Central Analytical Laboratory
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4 Critical reflection on the suitability of frameworks and methods
4.1

Reflection on choice of impact framework

The study team planned to use a “standard” framework that they often applied to research infrastructure
impact assessments. Developed by Technopolis for the UK Ministry of Business, Innovation and Skills
in 2013, it aims to capture “by products” of large scientific infrastructures. Such by products are allocated
in first-order effects (mostly employment) and second order effects of innovations, spin-offs and spillovers, joint ventures, capacity building. The effects are generated in different phases of the lifetime of
the infrastructure: from construction, to operation and (scientific) output. A graphical representation is
given below:
Figure 6: Impact assessment framework for physical infrastructures

Technopolis Group

It soon became clear that this framework was not well suited for the assignment, because:
• The virtual nature of ICOS makes it hard to distinguish phases of construction and operation. After
all, most elements of the RI were already in existence before ICOS ERIC came into being;
• A distributed research infrastructure makes attribution of economic as well as societal and innovation
effects very difficult;
• The mission statements of ICOS have a more qualitative nature than the usual “production of scientific
output”, which are hard to capture in an innovation science framework;
• The Impact assessment was too early in ICOS ERIC’s lifetime to be able to trace (quantitatively)
measurable effects. Official ICOS data is only now about to be published. In addition, he ICOS data
attribution policy, where scientists using ICOS data are obliged to mention ICOS, was not yet
functional to a satisfactory degree when the assessment was made.
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Indeed, ICOS ERIC’s objectives have much to do with policy for science that deals with the governance
of having multiple institutions collaborate as a single entity. To that end, we have chosen to revert to the
standardised Policy Impact Evaluation Framework, as posited among others by the European
Commission and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
Figure 7: Policy Impact assessment framework

Technopolis Group

This framework suited the impact assessment much better, as it became very clear that ICOS effects
were at this stage mostly in the Activities and Output stage. In addition, it provided a more systematic
description of the impact pathways than was possible with the framework above.

4.2

Reflection on methods used

The study set out to use a mix of qualitative and data-driven methods, as is usual for impact assessments
in innovation science. Such a mix provides stories from the qualitative methods that provide the logic
and narratives for the impact pathways, whereas the data-drive methods reveal the scale and
prominence of such impacts.
The data-driven methods that the team planned to use were to be fed by:
• funding grants and financial flows
• project participations and partners
• ICOS Carbon Portal usage
• (social) media appearance
• website usage
• bibliometric data
Most of the data sources were usable, but the essential parts were troublesome. To assess ICOS Data
Usage, the ICOS Carbon Portal usage data was problematic, because official ICOS data was not released
yet and it was impossible to tell whether the data would paint a complete picture. Though attribution is
mandatory, it cannot be forced: ICOS has to rely on authors submitting a record to their database saying
they used ICOS data. This may lead to an underestimation of data usage. The alternative of counting the
number of downloads can lead to an overestimation, because downloading data does not imply using it.
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Bibliometrics, partly based on the data mentioned above, was possible but difficult because of scope
issues. Most researchers using ICOS data work at one of the ICOS partnering institutions and have this
affiliation on the publication. This makes it impossible to gather publications simply by tracing the
referenced institution. We have thus relied on the ICOS Carbon Portal publication list for bibliometric
impact assessment. This yielded 465 articles of which 428 could be found in Scopus, the repository we
use for bibliometric analysis. For future bibliometric analysis the DOI-minted articles through the CP
should be used, with initial checks for completeness.
Grants and project participation data are often a welcome source of data to map out the stakeholder
community. Again, due to the distributed nature of ICOS, it proved difficult to produce an exact picture.
ICOS itself participates or leads several projects. Counting only them would lead to an underestimation
of influence, whereas including all the participations of ICOS constituent institutes would lead to a
mapping that would cover most of Europe, which should be considered too wide.
The survey was effective to reach a large audience. The response rate of over 35% was as expected and
gave valuable insights into the (scientific) community’s valuation of ICOS results since its inception. The
survey questions are listed in appendix D.
Finally, as ICOS is still rather young and only now starting to have the first official data flowing towards
the climate science community, the time lag between cause and effect prohibits effective, data driven
measurement of impacts.
The qualitative methods (Literature analysis, Impact mapping workshop, Case studies and Interviews)
were very effective and essential to discover and map out the ICOS impact pathways. It remained hard
however to reach specific target audiences, such as policy makers that – in the end – should be affected
by ICOS findings. ICOS data finds its way to policy makers through many interpretation and translation
steps, such that in the end, policy makers are largely unaware of the originating institution. This makes
it difficult to attribute any effects on them to ICOS: We can only infer that ICOS contribution to climate
science quality is of importance for policy makers as they benefit from high-quality insights. The list of
interviewees can be found in appendix B, and interview questions are listed in appendix C.
The study team regards the used set of methods as complete: As time expires and more data becomes
available, a repeated study would not need more methods but could use the methods designed for this
study and repeat the application.
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5

Impact Indicators

Table 2: Table with impact indicators used in this study, a description how they are measured, and the link to
ICOS strategic objectives.
No.

Description /
operationalisation

Measurement

Strategic Objective

1.

Longer time series of
data.

Quantitative description of the length
(average, median, max, min) of
timeseries across ICOS measurement
stations.

Observations: producing standardised highprecision long-term observational data.

2.

Global harmonisation
of data sets, methods,
algorithms or
instruments.

Narrative based on information
obtained through interviews.

Science: stimulating scientific studies and
modelling efforts and providing a platform for
data analysis and synthesis.

3.

Number of ICOS
related articles
published.

Bibliometric analysis of the 465
publications provided by ICOS. From
2018 onwards based on DOI minted
ICOS publications available through
the CP.

Science: stimulating scientific studies and
modelling efforts and providing a platform for
data analysis and synthesis.

4.

Number of (global)
services provided. This
is an overview and
count of the different
types of services linked
to the ICOS
infrastructure.

Analysis of data-related services such
as calibration, Obspack products and
instrument testing.

Science: stimulating scientific studies and
modelling efforts and providing a platform for
data analysis and synthesis.

5.

Popularity of ICOS
data.

The number of downloads from the
Carbon Portal, based on data provided
by the CP.

Science: stimulating scientific studies and
modelling efforts and providing a platform for
data analysis and synthesis

Media appearances.

Measured as the number of ICOS
general media appearances, audience
size and presence in social media. Both
new analyses using Meltwater and
existing ICOS data on social media
appearances.

Climate action support: communicating sciencebased knowledge towards society and
contributing timely information relevant to the
GHG policy and decision making.

7.

The ability to provide
policy-relevant data.

Narrative on the basis of interviews
what type of data is relevant to policy
makers, and where, at what level,
ICOS currently contributes to policy
relevant data.

Climate action support: communicating sciencebased knowledge towards society and
contributing timely information relevant to the
GHG policy and decision making.

8.

ICOS related
publications are used
outside the scientific
domain.

Altmedia analysis of the same articles
used in the bibliometric analysis.

Climate action support: communicating sciencebased knowledge towards society and
contributing timely information relevant to the
GHG policy and decision making.

9.

Insight on carbon
source and sinks on
national and regional
level.

Narrative that describes ICOS
contribution to the data required by
the IPCC guidelines on national
reporting.

Climate action support: communicating sciencebased knowledge towards society and
contributing timely information relevant to the
GHG policy and decision making.

10.

A reduction of damage
by extreme weather
events through more
effective climate
mitigation policy

Narrative on narrative of how science
supported by ICOS leads to improved
targeting of climate mitigation efforts.

Climate action support: communicating sciencebased knowledge towards society and
contributing timely information relevant to the
GHG policy and decision making.

6.
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11.

Improved long-term
decisions through
enhanced political
discourse based on
evidence

Analysis based on Almetrics results to
map how many different institutions
that are involved in climate policy have
referred to ICOS.

12.

The formation of
public-private
partnerships and
outcomes: products or
enterprises. The
number and
appreciation of
partnerships between
ICOS and commercial
enterprises.

Based on document analysis and
narrative based on interviews with
commercial partners.

13.

Investments mobilised
by ICOS.

These are the costs associated with
building the ICOS network assuming
no prior infrastructure (this is the
method used by ESFRI). Based on
financial documents provided by the
HO.

14.

Joint ventures, asset
sharing, joint research
activities with other
research
infrastructures.

Count and description of the number
of joint research projects that ICOS
takes part in. This includes description
of services such as management
services, data lifecycle documents and
statutes.

Cooperation: making ICOS the European pillar
of a global in-situ GHG observation system.

15.

Number of attendees
of and presentations
during the ICOS
science conference

Count of attendees, oral presentations
and poster presentations during the
most recent science conference (2016
in this report)

Cooperation: making ICOS the European pillar
of a global in-situ GHG observation system.

16.

Application of ICOS
data in globally
leading models

Narrative based on document analysis
and interviews.

Cooperation: making ICOS the European pillar
of a global in-situ GHG observation system.

Recognition of ICOS
as a blueprint for
global measurement
networks.

Narrative based on information
obtained through interviews.

Cooperation: making ICOS the European pillar
of a global in-situ GHG observation system.

17.
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Climate action support: communicating sciencebased knowledge towards society and
contributing timely information relevant to the
GHG policy and decision making.

Innovation: promoting technical developments,
interaction with industry, testing and
deployment of new instruments and techniques.

Innovation: promoting technical developments,
interaction with industry, testing and
deployment of new instruments and techniques.
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Part 2: Impact indicator report
5.1

Introduction

This impact indicators report is the second part of the two-part report that describes the findings from
the impact analysis of the ICOS ERIC, performed by Technopolis between January–June 2018. Part one,
the methods report, provides context and background to the impact analysis and describes the impact
framework and methods that were used in this study. It also provides a critical reflection on the methods.
The methods report ends with a table of 17 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs, from here on referred to
as impact indicators) that were used to measure ICOS impacts, that are the topic of this second report.
The report below, the impact indicator report, describes the findings from our analysis of these 17 impact
indicators. These findings provide a reflection of the current direct and indirect impacts of the ICOS
ERIC. The findings on these 17 impact indicators are intended to serve as a baseline for future
monitoring and assessment, which is why they are presented in a separate stand-alone report.
Although these impact indicators are stand-alone, we have chosen to present them in the order and
categories that align with ICOS recently updated strategic objectives. These objectives are:
• Producing standardised high-precision long-term observational data
• Stimulating scientific studies and modelling efforts and providing platform for data analysis and
synthesis
• Communicating science-based knowledge towards society and contributing timely information
relevant to the GHG policy and decision-making
• Promoting technical developments
• Ensuring that ICOS is the European pillar of a global GHG observation system
Hence, these are the headers of the sections in this impact indicator report. Table 2 in the methods
report gives a one-glance overview of how the impact indicators map on ICOS’ strategic objectives. The
intention is that these impact indicators and their results can inform future revisions of ICOS’ strategic
objectives.
It is important to note that although the strategic objectives are separate, this is not to say that they
differ in their aim: as can be seen in figure 3 in the methods report, they merely hold different positions
in the impact framework that describes how ICOS actions contribute to impacts. At the beginning of
each section in this report there is a short description on where each of the impact indicators in that
section fit in the impact framework which divides the impact pathway into Activities, Outputs, Outcomes
and subsequently Impacts.
Lastly, a number of stakeholders mentioned the high level of organisation within ICOS as an important
contributor to ICOS success. To emphasise this role of organisational structure in achieving impact, we
describe this at the beginning of each impact indicator where relevant.
This report ends with conclusion in which we summarise the findings and provide an overview of where
ICOS stands, based on the findings on the impact indicators.
The appendix of this report (Appendix A) contains four case studies. Each case study covers one of the
four central research facilities within ICOS: The Atmospheric Thematic Centre (ATC), the Ecosystem
Thematic Centre (ETC), the Ocean Thematic Centre (OTC) and the Central Analytical Laboratories
(CAL). These case studies are based on interviews and desk study and provide a two-page in-depth
illustration of how impacts are generated within each area.
Similar to the methods report, we will throughout the texts use ICOS ERIC to refer to itself, and ICOS to
refer to the ICOS RI, unless stated otherwise.
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6 Observations: producing standardised high-precision long-term
observational data
6.1

KPI 1: Longer timeseries of data

The detection of trends and periodicity in the presence of greenhouse gases (GHG) is an important
aspect of climate science. An accurate description of trends relies one hand on the ability to place GHG
measurements in a historical context, to compare measurements against measurements from the same
location in preceding years and decades (2.1.1). This is the measurement chosen for this indicator. On
the other hand, it relies on the ability to provide regular and reliable measurements in the future, which
is dependent on the continuity of member state support (2.1.2). This information on current and future
member state support should be taken in account in the interpretation of this indicator.
ICOS’ measurement infrastructure is for a large part made of existing measurement stations which are
updated to provide measurements that meet ICOS’ standards. ICOS’ ability to incorporate data which
were collected before ICOS measurement protocols were put in place, as well as the inclusion and
modernisation of many measurement stations within ICOS are both a testament to its high level of
internal organisation.
6.1.1

Inclusion of historical data

From a scientific perspective longer timeseries reduce the uncertainties in the interpretation of current
measurements. The length of timeseries which are produced at different measurement stations across
the ICOS infrastructure is therefore a good indicator of how well ICOS data meet the requirements of
climate scientists.
Within the impact framework ICOS’ ability to provide long timeseries of CO2 data is an outcome which
is linked to other actions. For example, the use of longer timeseries also relies on the ability to compare
measurement data from different sites, and for this reason is tightly linked to ICOS’ ability to provide
harmonised data that have been obtained with a standardised protocol, which will be discussed in
section 3.1. Historical data on GHG are also an important factor in the development and understanding
of carbon accounting. Carbon accounting and emission tracking are outcomes which are part of ICOS’
capacity to have an impact on political decision making, which will be discussed in section 4.2.
Of ICOS’ 134 measurement stations 101 stations provided data on the length of timeseries held by them.
Data from these 101 stations describe how long they have been operational, or, in some cases, how long
the station has been collecting measurements that are relevant to ICOS. The average length of timeseries
across all domains is 11 years, and this is evenly spread between the ecosystem domain (average 11
years), atmosphere domain (12 years) and ocean domain (11 years). However, as can be seen in Figure
8, these data somewhat overrepresent ecosystem measurement stations with 64 stations and
underrepresent ocean stations of which this set only contains 8. Timeseries from atmosphere stations
tend to be the longest, which likely reflects the overlap between historical atmosphere measurements
and current variables being measured by ICOS. Similarly, in the ocean domain the relatively high
number of stations with timeseries between 0–4 years reflect the fact that ICOS measures some
relatively ‘new’ variables such as ocean acidification 17.

Ocean acidification refers to a reduction in the pH of the ocean over an extended period of time, caused primarily by uptake of
carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere.

17
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Figure 8: number of measurement stations (y- axis) and length of timeseries (x- axis) held by ICOS
measurement stations in 2018, for the atmosphere (ATM), ecosystem (ECO), and Ocean domain

Data provided by ICOS.

6.1.2

Continuity of member state support

Aside from historical data, the long-term continuity of ICOS, and thus its ability to provide sustained
measurements in the future, is dependent on continued contribution of member states. It is important
that measurements in member states fall under the ICOS umbrella, so as to ensure continuity of
measurement standards e.g. when Principal Investigators (PIs) retire. We found among interviewed
scientists there is a strong and positive perception of ICOS level of organisation, which generates ‘buyin’ from member states: the fact that there is a high level of rigor and organisation in the production of
data sends a clear message to stakeholders that there is a broader vision than one project or even
national strategy. Despite the fact that ICOS does not directly fund researchers, we found a number of
examples of countries where the fact that a country is an ICOS member, is taken by research institutes
as evidence for a long-term commitment to climate research at national level. This in turn results in an
increased willingness to fund longer-term projects and supports a long-term vision within the national
research frameworks. This benefits individual researchers, but equally the wider field of climate science.
Although we did not actively pursue this question, the willingness from ministries to commit long term
funds seems linked to the presence of Central Facilities or other operational elements of ICOS,
suggesting that funding, and potentially ICOS membership, in observer countries or countries that are
part of the National Network is less secure.
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7

Science: stimulating scientific studies and modelling efforts and
providing a platform for data analysis and synthesis

Facilitating science is at the core of ICOS’ proposition, and this section describes the indicators linked
to the impact of ICOS in this domain.
As mentioned in the previous section, the quality of GHG measurements provided by ICOS only in part
relies on the availability of high quality (long) timeseries. In addition, the quality of a large integrated
dataset results from uniformity in types of instruments used, uniformity in terms of variables and
physical quantities measured, and consistency in calibration and comparability between sites. The role
of ICOS in providing this type of data is captured by the indicator global harmonisation of data sets,
methods, algorithms or instruments which includes ICOS’ role in providing a platform for analysis.
Information for this indicator come from interviews with people throughout ICOS’ sphere of influence,
including operational scientists (scientist working at measurement stations and at the Carbon Portal),
Principal Investigators, people involved in the management of Thematic Centres and people involved in
climate policy. It is important to keep in mind that the high level of standardisation and harmonisation
achieved by ICOS which is described in 3.1 has a large influence on the impact of KPIs further
downstream in the impact framework, such as acceptance of ICOS a pillar of a global GHG observation
system.
As a result of successfully providing a platform for data analysis and synthesis, there should be an
increase in scientific studies and modelling efforts. The indicators number of ICOS related publications
and number of (global) services capture the outputs linked to these scientific activities. Lastly, the
success of ICOS in the scientific domain will be the acceptance of ICOS data by the scientific community,
which is captured by the indicator popularity of ICOS data.

7.1

KPI 2: ICOS contribution to global harmonisation of data sets, methods, algorithms or
instruments

Climate change is a global phenomenon and sources and sinks of GHG vary at a variety of scales that
extend well beyond national boundaries. Furthermore, there is a growing demand from the private
sector (large companies with emitting activities) and regional authorities (Regions, 2018) for improved
methods to track the effectiveness of their GHG reduction measures. To obtain measurements which are
relevant to addressing these challenges, measurements need to be integrated across Europe and across
different domains. This is the challenge that the scientific field faces, and where ICOS as a research
infrastructure plays a unique role. Necessarily, to build models that describe the global carbon cycle,
data need to be compatible with those gathered by other super-sites and international programs. This is
where ICOS’ role goes beyond the mere provision of data, but also has a role in providing a platform for
analysis.
ICOS has a growing European network which consists of 33 atmospheric stations, 80 ecosystem stations,
and 21 ocean observation facilities. The development and agreements on the standardisation
requirements of the National Networks has only concluded in 2017. The labelling process for sites that
have reached the agreed level of standardisation has started in 2015, and since then, 110 of the 134 ICOS
measurement stations have started the station labelling process. 47 stations are currently in the last step
of the evaluation process. 18 stations currently have the status of an official ICOS station. By the end of
2019, 80-90% of the first 134 stations will be labelled, and the focus of the Thematic Centres will shift
more towards data analysis, supporting the networks and further development of ICOS. Data from these
approved sites are expected to be available through the CP in autumn 2018.
Scientist that we interviewed were without exception positive about the quality standard that ICOS has
set. Quality here refers both to the volume and the quality of the physical measurements done by the
measurement stations, but also to the transparency of the data processing chain, and reliability of the
data quality. The biggest improvements are obtained at the relatively small measuring stations which
previously would not have been able to provide data at sufficiently high level. For many scientists the
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reduction in time spent on integrating datasets by hand is a very positive and direct effect of being part
of ICOS. A few scientists felt that the amount and high level of the measurements was hard to combine
with the focus of their own research, and the budget constraints of individual grants; i.e. their interest
might be in fewer and more limited set of variables than what they have to provide for ICOS.
The presence of a harmonised collection protocol provides a direct link to scientific excellence, because
we found that improved harmonisation of data sets and instruments has led to more time for researchers
to spend on research instead of on materials and methods. A number of sources both inside and outside
the scientific domain place high value on the anticipated high frequency and predictable timing of data
releases by the CP, a finding which emphasises the importance of communicating the timing of future
releases of ICOS data. In relation to instrument manufacturers the high ICOS standards have led to
adoptions of their instruments towards ICOS community standards, even for non-community suppliers,
as their instrument’s ability to provide ICOS data is considered a quality mark.
The findings from the survey support that the access to better data and data uniformity is the strongest
scientific outcome of ICOS (see figure 9). The respondents were asked to indicate which aspects of ICOS
are of most value for the quality of their scientific work. Of the 70 respondents, 80% reports a link
between improvements in data harmonisation the quality of their scientific output.
Figure 9: Survey findings on how ICOS improves climate scientist’s work

Technopolis Group

7.2

KPI 3: The number of published ICOS-related articles

Scientific output has been captured by the indicator number of ICOS related articles published. This is
measured through bibliometric analysis on volume and citations. We have included articles that were
placed on the list of publications that ICOS maintains. The number of ICOS related articles published is
a count of the number of articles using ICOS data or data from TCs, as collected by ICOS. For further
analysis (citations, top 10 sources and affiliation) the software Scopus was used. From the list of 465
articles, only 428 articles could be found in Scopus based on DOI or title. This is partly due to articles
that were mentioned more than once or articles that did not had a title or DOI. As shown in figure 10
the number of ICOS related articles increased over the years, to almost 120 articles in 2017. The number
of articles published in 2018 is obviously not complete, as the list of ICOS related articles was made in
the first quarter of the year.
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Figure 10: ICOS related articles published per year
Technopolis Group

The ICOS articles have been published in 108 different journals. The journals most frequently published
in are displayed in figure 11, where the number of articles per journal is given in blue (right y-axis). The
impact factors of the journals are shown in orange (left y-axis) in the same graph.
To the extent that the papers traceable through the recently implemented DOI minting process are
representative of the ICOS publications, it shows that many papers are methods and data-oriented as is
to be expected. It also illustrates the diversity of research fields in which ICOS data are published, from
atmospheric chemistry to global change biology.
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Figure 11: Top 10 sources publishing ICOS related articles – including their impact factor

Technopolis Group

The diversity of covered research fields, and the multidisciplinary nature of climate science in general,
makes it unfeasible to benchmark the impact factors of journals against the wider field. Figure 12
displays the distribution of publication across impact factor groups. This shows that the majority of
publications is published in journals with an impact factor of around 2–3. Factors that can affect a
journal’s impact factor amongst others are the maturity of a journal (i.e. how old is the journal) but
equally its policy with regards to open access. ICOS does not have an explicit open access publication
policy however closely follows the FAIR principles and the INSPIRE directive for all data and metadata.
In future bibliometric analysis it might be valuable to investigate the proportion of ICOS publications
that are in open access journals.
Figure 12: distribution of ICOS related articles across impact factor groups

Technopolis Group
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The organisations most frequently publishing ICOS related articles are the Max Planck Institut für
Biogeochemie Jena and the Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l'Environnement, with
respectively 77 and 76 articles. The rest of the top 10 affiliations can be found in figure 13. The list of 428
articles contained 158 different organisations who contributed to these articles. Note that several
organisations can work on the same article.
Figure 13: Top 10 affiliation for ICOS related articles

Technopolis Group

The most cited article using ICOS data is “Terrestrial gross carbon dioxide uptake: Global distribution
and covariation with climate”, cited by 791 articles. In total, the ICOS related articles are cited 11 346
times, almost 30 times on average. The list of ICOS related articles contains 22 articles that have been
cited more than 100 times.
Since this is the first time a bibliometric analysis of ICOS publications is performed, it is not possible to
discuss trends or relative performance. The analysis serves as a baseline. ICOS’ experience with DOI
minting and attribution can (and should) serve to teach other distributed RIs.

7.3

KPI 4: Number of (global) services provided

The number of ICOS related publications presented above gives an insight into output related to ICOS’
aim to provide high quality data. Together with the indicator popularity of ICOS data (section 3.4),
these cover the outputs directly linked to the data provided by ICOS. However, ICOS additionally aims
to provide a platform for data analysis and synthesis. The number of global services that ICOS provides
is an indicator that reflects the extent to which ICOS fulfils this platform function.
In addition to providing in situ measurements, ICOS provides different services primarily through the
CP and the CAL. The CP offers access to research data, as well as easily accessible and understandable
science and education products. It provides services in the form of data management and data sharing,
and services directly related to the data such as visualisations, provision of elaborated data products
(level 3 data) and provision of metadata, including DOI minting of publications based on ICOS data.
One example of the level 3 data offered by the CP are ObsPack products. ObsPack products are data
archives which contain CO2 measurements from stations across the globe, around half of which are
measurements from ICOS stations. They are produced together with the American counterpart of ICOS,
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and are distributed by the NOAA on a
quarterly basis. The uptake of these products is high: the CO2 GLOBALVIEWplus ObsPack product
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(combined count of V1 and V2) was downloaded on average 184 times a year in the years 2015–2017 18,
and the CarbonTracker CT ObsPack product 75 times a year in the years 2014–2017. We understand
that almost all researchers that do global inverse modelling use these products. They are also used for
satellite validation, model evaluation, measurement inter comparison and teaching. Additionally, these
ObsPack products are used in the Global Carbon Project, an international research project which
publishes the highly influential yearly Carbon Budget (see section 3.2). The fact that these products are
published by NOAA limits the attribution to ICOS: although both NOAA and the models and products
on which the global carbon project is based are named in the acknowledgements, ICOS is not mentioned.
In general ObsPack data archives have a DOI which links it to NOAA, and scientist who use these data
are required to include the ObsPack product citation in any publication or presentation using the
product. In addition to these ObsPack products, the CP has 11 different level 3 data products available,
downloads of which are tracked by the CP.
Tangible services are also provided, as the CAL provides reference services that aim to ensure the
accuracy of ICOS atmospheric measurement data. These services include the provision of reference
gases for calibration of continuous in-situ measurements performed at the monitoring stations, the
analysis of air samples taken at the ICOS monitoring stations, the maintenance of sampling containers,
the development of sampling equipment and the support of quality control activities. For more
information on the CAL, and the impacts of the work it does, see case study 1 under Appendix A.

7.4

KPI 5: The popularity of ICOS data, measured as downloads from the Carbon Portal

The Carbon Portal (CP), which is jointly hosted by Sweden and the Netherlands, is an important and
integral part of the ICOS ERIC. In its function as information portal the main goal of the CP is to facilitate
access to ICOS data, and as such, visitors of the CP websites and downloads of data are a good indicator
of how successful ICOS is in providing access to its data.
In line with ICOS’ task to operate on a non-economic basis, as outlined in its statutes, the CP offers
downloadable research and measurement data under the Creative Commons 4.0 BY licence. This licence
allows researchers and students to freely use and analyse the data. The CP registers website usage and
data downloads, and although collection of these data has started late 2017, we feel that these are
sufficient to give an impression to present here. Data show that over the period September 2017–March
2018 the Carbon Portal has had 3104 unique users, of which 58% was a returning visitor. Currently the
CP has around 400 visits per week. As can be seen in figure 14 visitors to the CP (not downloads) are
distributed all over the globe and concentrated in Europe.

18 In the data provided the last quarter of 2017 was missing for the GLOBALVIEWplus V2; data for this quarter have been estimated

based on the quarterly average for that year.
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Figure 14: Total number of downloads from Carbon Portal between 1 September 2017 and 1st of July 2018 per
country. The coloured bar on the left gives the number of users.

Data from https://data.icos-cp.eu/stats/.

The number of downloads from the CP continues to increase from 2014 onwards, and the number of
downloads of the older files decline as the newer, more up to date files get released. As of 1st of July 2018,
the total number of downloads is 12 479.
The intended use of the downloaded files gives an idea of who downloaded them. These data show that
research is a major use, either for comparing the data with other measurements or for model evaluation
and inverse modelling. Student coursework and teaching are also major uses, indicating that researchers
and teachers download and use the data stored on the Carbon Portal.
Even though ICOS has only recently started to provide data from ICOS labelled stations there is already
a large number of researchers who indicate that they make use of ICOS services. As figure 15 shows,
researchers do not only use ICOS data, but a large proportion (80%+) use methods and protocols
annually. From those who use ICOS methods and protocols more than 50% uses ICOS frequently (more
than once in the last 6 months).
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Figure 15: Overview of most used parts of ICOS

Technopolis Group

ICOS has set five strategic objectives related to the scientific character of the research infrastructure.
The survey population was asked to indicate to which extent ICOS had achieved these objectives. Each
of ICOS strategic objectives has been realised to at least some extent according to the population. 68%
respond that ICOS has to a large extent been successful in coordinating and developing protocols for
measurements of GHG concentration and fluxes. This means that ICOS has been so far most successful
on reaching these objectives. This is not strange since these objectives relate most to the stage of
development ICOS was in at the time this report has been published. Besides the coordination and
support of protocols, the survey shows that ICOS has made a significant contribution improving the
understanding of GHG fluxes both between land and marine areas in mainland Europe, and between
regions important to Europe such as the North Atlantic. ICOS had only to some extent an impact on the
development of technology for GHG measurements according to the survey population. This limited
influence also holds for facilitation and analysis Overall, survey results support the conclusion that ICOS
realises each of their strategic objectives to some extent (figure 16).
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Figure 16: Survey insights on to what extent ICOS is realising its objectives

Technopolis Group
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8 Climate action support: communicating science-based knowledge
towards society and contributing timely information relevant to the
GHG policy and decision making
The political relevance of research facilitated by ICOS is acknowledged in the ICOS ERIC statutes where
it is noted that ‘observing essential climate variables, including GHG, is required to support the work of
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)’ together with a statement that describes the need to coordinate GHG
research at a European level to improve understanding of how natural and human contributions
influence regional budgets of GHG sources and sinks.
The path between facilitating good science and societal impact is long, and indirect. Yet, knowing which
data are required to reach decision makers, where ICOS data can contribute to improve policy decisions
is at policy level, and the current visibility of ICOS is crucial help to monitor ICOS’ relevance to climate
action support.
Both the indicator media appearances and the indicator ability to provide policy-relevant data are
actions within the impact framework which describe ICOS current position in the social and policy
domain, by describing how and where ICOS appears in (social) media outlets, and to what extent their
work currently fits the requirements of policy makers. The indicator use of ICOS related publications
outside the scientific domain describes an outcome of ICOS current ability to provide policy-relevant
data.
The final three indicators provide a narrative of the wider impacts associated with successful climate
change mitigation, which, although not directly an outcome of ICOS data, could be influenced by ICOS.
These narratives serve to clarify ICOS potential role in climate policy. These indicators are insight on
carbon source and sinks on national and regional level, a reduction of damage by extreme weather
events through more effective climate mitigation policy and improved long-term decisions through
enhanced political discourse based on evidence.

8.1

KPI 6: Media appearances

Awareness of ICOS’ work is an important indicator of ICOS’ presence in the social domain. Its most
direct operationalisation is media appearances. ICOS features several social media channels to reach
out to the community. The most prominent is their presence on Instagram, through the ICOScapes
campaign, which features photographs of ICOS measurement locations. Their follower count has risen
in less than a year from 7 to more than 2995 at the time of writing. ICOS also actively uses Twitter, where
in less than a year it has built a stable (though small) population of currently 748 followers. Job
announcements, videos and feature articles attract the most attention. On LinkedIn the ICOS has 405
members and around 72 followers. ICOS website’s performance is measured using Google Analytics.
Since this has only run from January 2018 on, we can’t speak of trends in these indicators. The number
of unique visitors lies around 350 per week, with spikes to 430 in the case of job advertisements. About
half of all visitors only visit the home page and do not click to other (sub) pages.
Activities in the educational domain are still under investigation. One initiative that has been highlighted
is ‘Carbon tree’, and educational resource which includes an app, which uses data from the ICOS website.
The information above was provided by ICOS ERIC Communications Unit. ICOS Communication Unit
also provides a link between the ERIC and the national ICOS initiatives, who have their own (social)
media channels. Communications from the National Networks primarily concerns local news and issues
and is therefore done in the national language. They will relay any news that comes from the HO, and if
possible provide national perspective. ICOS HO provides brochures and artwork to the National
Network to facilitate this. Conversely the HO will relay any news from the National Networks which is
of interest to the wider ICOS audience in English. Although media tracking at the level of the National
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Networks is still under development, and is currently done manually, the cooperation between the ICOS
HO and ICOS National Networks functions well.
Tools exist to mine online media outlets, and one such tool is Meltwater. It was used to perform a media
analysis of ICOS’ presence over the past five years, including traditional media but not social media. To
find as many ICOS references as possible but prevent including the wrong “ICOS”-abbreviations a long
list of ICOS-related terms was used. 19 As shown in the graph below, the number of media articles
mentioning ICOS peaked in 2015 with a total number of 178 and fell down again in 2017 to 89. However,
filtering for unique headlines, 20 the reduction in media appearances in 2017 is smaller, and the number
of unique headlines in 2017 is still high compared to 2014 and 2013.
Figure 17: The number of media articles mentioning ICOS in the period 2013–2017

Technopolis Group

Reviewing the media attention for ICOS in different countries in the past 5 years, one can see in the
graph below (figure 18) that this is the highest for Finland, United States and Germany. Also, you can
see that all participating countries have some news coverage. The potential reach 21, given in orange dots,
gives an indication of the reach of the sources of the news articles, where for each country the reach of
the source with the highest potential reach is displayed. This reach is presented as a percentage of the
total population in that country. This number does not tell anything about the quality of the articles, but
it does give an indication on the accessibility of news articles related to ICOS to the bigger public. As can
be seen the potential reach of the news articles are highest in Luxembourg, Belgium, Switzerland and
Finland.

Boolean query used in Meltwater: "Integrated Carbon Observation System" OR "ICOS RI" OR "ICOS ERIC" OR "www.icosri.eu/" OR "Integrated Carbon Observing System" OR "Intergrated Carbon Observation System" OR ICOS AND ("observation
station" OR "ICOS measurement stations") OR "ICOS BELG*" OR "ICOS DENMARK" OR "ICOS FINLAND" OR "ICOS
FRANCE" OR "ICOS GERMANY" OR "ICOS ITALY" OR "ICOS NETHERLANDS" OR "ICOS NORWAY" OR "ICOS SWEDEN"
OR "ICOS SWITZERLAND" OR "ICOS UNITED KINGDOM" OR "ICOS-FCL" OR "ICOS-CAL" OR "ICOS-infra*" OR "ICOSATC" OR "ICOS-OTC" OR "ICOS-ETC" OR "ICOS-CP" OR ICOS AND ("ATMOSPHERE THEMATIC CENTRE" OR "OCEAN
THEMATIC CENTRE" OR "ECOSYSTEM THEMATIC CENTRE" OR "CENTRAL ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES" OR
"CARBON PORTAL") Note that also some misspellings of “Integrated Carbon Observation System” are included, as it was found
that some misspellings are made fairly often.
20 Headlines that occur more than once within the same country are marked as 'doubles'
19

21

Meltwater gives the potential reach for the sources of the news articles. However, for 36% of the data the reach was unknown.
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Figure 18: Achieved and potential reach of media attention for ICOS in different countries

Technopolis Group
The results of this analysis are supported by the findings from the survey. A small majority of the
respondents indicates that the collaboration and the participation in ICOS contributes in reaching
mainstream media or popular science media as well as the opportunity to share their knowledge in
public lectures (inside and outside of academia). The collaboration with ICOS led as well to an increasing
form of knowledge sharing towards secondary and primary school attendants (figure 19).
Figure 19: Academic and media outreach of ICOS

Technopolis Group
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8.2

KPI 7: ICOS’ ability to provide policy-relevant data

As described in the proposal of the EU Horizon 2020 project ‘Observation-based system for monitoring
and verification of greenhouse gases’ (acronym VERIFY), in which ICOS participates, there is a need for
the development of accurate and robust observation-based methods for quantifying GHG emissions and
sinks, as well as knowledge and products that are of practical use for policy and societal stakeholders. It
further states:
‘Policies in support of climate change mitigation through GHG emission reductions require
estimates of emissions baselines and changes, with sufficient regional detail to quantify
emission hot-spots, as well as regular updates to monitor trends in the response to climate
change, land use management, and socio-economic shifts.’
Thus, there is a need for continuous measurements, which must be sufficiently precise to detect changes.
They need to go back in time for a period long enough to establish a baseline. These measurements also
need to be geographically dense enough to allow regional detail and be regularly updated. It also makes
clear that there are more than one policy areas involved in mitigating the consequences of climate
change: actions are required from many different policy domains including land use management,
forestry, social and economic policies.
Lastly, as mentioned in VERIFY objective 4, there is a need to synthesise the scientific findings and
provide a periodic observation-based GHG balance of EU countries and practical policy-oriented
assessments of GHG emission trends.
Evidence shows that ICOS contributes data to a number of organisations which use (inverse)modelling
to provide information directly to policy makers. One example is the Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW),
a global GHG information system that is maintained by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO).
ICOS provides European GHG emission data directly to the GAW. Although the GAW is a global
repository of GHG data and does not do any (inverse) modelling, it provides reliable scientific
information for national and international policymakers, supports international conventions on
stratospheric ozone depletions, and monitors climate change and long-range transboundary air
pollution. Their data are used in the WMO/UNEP Scientific Assessment of Ozone Depletion 22, Global
Precipitation Chemistry Assessment 23, and was explicitly mentioned to be an important monitoring tool
for the COP23 Paris Agreement (World Meteorological Organization, 2018).
Another example is Copernicus, a program managed by the European Commission, which provides free
information services to service providers, public authorities and other international organisations, based
on satellite earth observation and in situ (non-space) data. ICOS provides in-situ data for several
Copernicus services. A last example is the contribution of ICOS to the Integrated Global Greenhouse Gas
Information System (IG3IS) by the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO), and the Carbon and
Greenhouse Gases Initiative of the Group on Earth Observation (GEO-C initiative). These initiatives also
work towards the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) which periodically reports to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological
Advice (UNFCCC-SBSTA) on the status and development in the global observing systems for climate.
GCOS has recently launched its new Implementation Plan “The Global System for Climate:
Implementation Needs”. This plan addresses the Paris Agreement and responds to the growing need for
systematic observations including GHG for the provision of climate services.
Currently, the data that ICOS provides to (among others) WMO is in such a format that it is primarily
used by climate scientists. Getting the attention of policy-makers, or companies that make decisions
based on such data, requires scientists to interact directly with policy-makers and explain what the data
means. Building such relations can take several years. This shows that data by itself is not enough. The
official flow of information is through the GHG bulletin of WMO, the annually published Global Carbon
22

https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/assessments/ozone/

23

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1352231013008133?via%3Dihub
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Budget by the Global Carbon Project, and statistics on fuel use. This information brought to the table at
UNFCCC: then politicians can be advised to undertake actions to reduce emissions, but which policy
instruments to use is a political choice.
ICOS is expected to support the flow of information by producing so-called “level 3 data”, which provides
localised and frequently (monthly) updated information on sources and sinks, up to the level of
industrial installations, which enables policy-makers to see that the actions they take do (or do not) have
an impact. This requires ICOS to put effort into interpretation and visualisation (the data products) in
addition to data publication. Some early results of such insights are available in Sweden, where (pre)
ICOS data is used in wetlands and forest management; mostly based on the results from the Swedish
center before ICOS. Put together, there is an explicit expectation from stakeholders that ICOS will
contribute to better decisions by means of better data.
Finally, ICOS also has a unifying effect on the governmental levels by means of science diplomacy. An
international collaboration like ICOS brings together not only scientists but also representatives of
environment-related ministries that participate. Interviewees external to ICOS member states mention
the fact that countries from the EU have successfully come together to make a joint observation facility
should not be underestimated, and that getting people on the same page is very important and nontrivial. From a more political perspective, ICOS fulfills the need for Europe to have its own data supply.
Even if other (global) research organisations would be able to provide data and cross-calibration
services, the question remains if it would be desirable to rely on other countries for policy-relevant data.
Put together we find that ICOS provides the data and observation capabilities that decision-makers need,
which is strongly appreciated as it fulfills a dire need. Expectations are that the usability of ICOS’ data
for policy-makers will increase in the near future, if the CP can release frequently updated, high
resolution data.

8.3

KPI 8: ICOS related publications are used outside the scientific domain

In addition to traditional measures of academic impact, we wanted to measure if and to what extent
(academic) publications based on data provided by ICOS trickle down to the social and policy domain.
To this end we used Altmetric (Altmetric, 2018) to obtain metrics about the uptake of each individual
journal article by the (scientific) community after publication. The analysed metrics include citations,
usage statistics, discussions in online comments and social media, social bookmarking, and
recommendations. For this analysis we were able to use most (323 of the 463 articles with a DOI)
publications that ICOS provided us with. The term altmetrics is a generalisation of article level metrics
(Binfield, 2009) and refer to the scholar impact based on diverse online research output, such as social
media, online news media, online reference managers and so on (Galligan & Dyas-Correi, 2013;
McFedries, 2012). It demonstrates both the impact and the detailed composition of the impact.
Altmetric gives among other data an indication of the research outputs which received the most
attention. This is called the “Altmetric Attention Score”, and is calculated by an algorithm, based on the
total amount of mentions and a weighted count of the source, e.g. attention in a news article or policy
document weighs heavier than attention on Twitter or Facebook. 24 From this Altmetric Attention Score
it follows that most attention went to “Global Carbon Budget 2016”, with 129 tweets (with together
213,521 followers), 147 news stories, 13 blog posts and 4 policy documents (by 1 policy source: the Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations). It is interesting to see the difference with
the “Global Carbon Budget 2015”, which had quite some attention (and received the fifth highest
Altmetric Attention Score), but much less than the Global Carbon Budget 2016, with 37 tweets, 23 news
stories, 8 blog posts, and 1 policy document.

On their website, an explanation of how the Altmetric Attention score is calculated
https://help.altmetric.com/support/solutions/articles/6000060969-how-is-the-altmetric-score-calculated-

24
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For the five articles with the most attention 25 (based on the highest Altmetric Attention Score), we
looked at the contribution of ICOS to these articles. There is a large variation in the way attribution to
ICOS data takes place, and this made it hard to compare ICOS’ contribution between the five selected
articles. Some articles mentioned “ICOS”, but mostly referring to research sponsored by ICOS.
References to ICOS data used are not made explicitly, but references to Fluxnet, Jena Carboscope and
SOCAt indicate that ICOS data might be used for these articles.
Altmetric’s further analysis of the full list of publications shows that the 323 articles resulted in a total
of 3514 mentions in the period between the earliest publication from 2008 (which precedes ICOS by 7
years) and April 2018. The earliest mention is from a news article from mid-2010, and the number of
mentions overall show a clear upwards trend over time (see figure 20)
Figure 20: Chart with This chart showing all mentions for 323 research articles by ICOS.

Technopolis Group

A large proportion of this, as is to be expected, are Twitter mentions (2744). However other notable
sources include news mentions (395), blog mentions (180), policy mentions (28), Facebook mentions,
(109) and patents (5). Interestingly, by far the highest percentage of unique tweets linked to these
publications comes from the US (19.5%). Similarly, both the highest proportion of unique news stories
and the overall highest proportion of news stories originates from the US (43.8% and 45.1%
respectively).
Although potentially interesting, and worth further investing, what these results show is that (alt)media
impact is tightly linked to the articles that it is based on. In this case, a large proportion of the articles
precedes ICOS, and, more importantly, do not clearly attribute their data to ICOS sources. As such, these
data illustrate the potential for impact beyond the impact measured by bibliometric analysis but should
not be taken as evidence of current impact resulting from the ICOS ERIC by itself.

Global Carbon Budget 2016; Newly detected ozone-depleting substances in the atmosphere; A 21st century shift from fossil-fuel
to biogenic methane emissions indicated by 13CH4; The reinvigoration of the Southern Ocean carbon sink; and Global Carbon
Budget 2015.

25
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ICOS has achieved in the preceding years a positive impact on the internationalisation of knowledge and
in contributing to the knowledge communities in their field of research. This statement is supported by
the results of the survey. 90% of the respondents indicates that ICOS had at least to some extent
contributed to the strengthening of the knowledge community. From this cohort, 50% indicates that
they have the idea that ICOS contributed to a large extent to the internationalisation of knowledge.
These findings are also supported by the interviews with a variety of researchers as well as the finding
that ICOS contributes to some extent in the exchange and mobility of researchers (figure 21).
Figure 21: The role of ICOS in knowledge networks

Technopolis Group

8.4

KPI 9: Insight in carbon source and sinks on national and regional level

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is one of the most influential organisations in
the field of climate change. Set up in 1988 by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), it provides policymakers with regular assessments of the
scientific basis of climate change, its impacts and future risks, and options for adaptation and mitigation.
The IPCC is a non-political global body, with currently 195 members. The IPCC does not conduct its own
scientific research but publishes assessment reports which are assembled by different working groups 26.
IPCC assessments provide a scientific basis for governments at all levels to develop climate- related
policies, and they underlie negotiations at the UN Climate Conference – the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). ICOS data have the potential to contribute to reports in the
domain of working group one which reports on the physical science basis for climate change. The most
recent report of this working group is the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) which was published in 2013.
ICOS has provided a list of 13 publications that have been cited in the (most recent) Fifth Assessment
Reports (AR5) of the IPCC. The fact that most publications in this report predate the ICOS ERIC makes
it difficult to link any results to ICOS directly. As ICOS has been in preparation since 2008 as an FP7
Working Group I: the Physical Science Basis; Working Group II: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability; and Working Group
III: Mitigation of Climate Change

26
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Infrastructures project, the publications in this report are likely ‘pre-ICOS’ data, based on measurements
from ICOS measurement stations before certification. It illustrates however the potential reach of ICOS
data: ICOS contributed to both the in-situ air chemistry, the marine observations, and the carbon flux
observations that were used in the report. The report further illustrates the points made in section 2.1,
that more and longer timeseries, which ICOS could provide, are crucial to establish a historical baseline
against which to interpret recent changes concentration: the timeseries presented in the report come
from a few historical measurement stations which have CO2 observations dating back to 1958 (i.e. the
Mauna Loa station on Hawaii and the South Pole observatory, both NOAA stations).
Lastly, it is very likely that ICOS will be selected to provide atmospheric GHG measurements for use in
the next IPCC Report. Updates to the 2006 IPCC guidelines, which set out the methodology related to
measuring national GHG inventories, are currently under revision. The report with updated guidelines
will be published in early 2019 and is expected to have as one of its actions the implementation a quality
assurance and verification system to verify national GHG inventories through atmospheric
measurements. It is likely that ICOS will be asked to provide these data on the basis that it is one of the
only providers of sufficiently high-quality in-situ atmospheric GHG data at European scale. However,
this will need to be verified after publication of the updated guideline report.

8.5

KPI 10: A reduction of damage by extreme weather events through more effective
climate mitigation policy

GHG measurements and reports of ICOS contribute to science on causes and impacts of climate change,
which can provide valuable information for climate mitigation efforts such as damage reduction of
extreme weather events. In particular, the financial and insurance industry can use climate science for
mitigating damage by extreme weather events. Storms, floods, heat waves and droughts can cause major
damage. In 2015, there were 198 recorded natural catastrophes worldwide, the most ever recorded per
year, with estimated overall losses of $80 billion. Such catastrophes are expected to be more frequent
and severe due to climate change. This provides both opportunities and risks for insurers, and for society
in general.
The basic societal impact of ICOS is to support mitigation efforts that reduce societal risks on loss and
damage. We are absolutely aware that the ICOS impact on conserving societal values from loss and
damage is very indirect. However, it shows the basic societal purpose of ICOS (“addressing climate
change arising from anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) is a global challenge”) and
shows that investments on ICOS are responding to enormous societal values at stake.
Opportunities for (re)insurers include new products and services that can be developed as more people
and businesses wish to be protected against the damage that might be caused by climate change.
However, risks for (re)insurers include the increasing unpredictability of the occurrence of disasters and
the resulting increased volatility in the insurance and finance industry. (Re)insurance companies around
the world are already using climate scenarios for damage prediction and developing their product
portfolio. For instance, commercial 'loss models' use scientific scenarios of long-term climate change
impacts to predict damage by major disasters such as hurricanes, floods and fires.
In Florida, a catastrophe-prone region, (re)insurers are at the forefront of research regarding the effects
of climate change on future loss costs, loss uncertainty, and opportunity. They assess the risks of flood
and act at local level to mitigate flood risks. However, some of these risks are insurable today but may
become uninsurable over the long term when they are not sufficiently mitigated. On the Florida coast,
many houses may become inaccessible or flooded due to the rising sea level. This may result in climatedriven price drops and housing crises for coastal areas.
In Europe, insurance companies are active too in minimising future climate change-related losses and
to ensure sustainable insurance cover in the coming years. In 2015, at the time of the COP21 in Paris,
Insurance Europe and over 2000 parties related to insurance pledged their support to act to limit the
effects of climate change to meet the requirements of the Paris agreement. Actions include increased use
of scientific insights for predicting future risks. Using climate data, Dutch insurers are taking measures
for prevention of damage by storm, hail and extreme rainfall. Banks and other financial institutions also
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use climate data to model the economic and financial impact of climate change. Results of these analyses
are used to divest, try to change strategies of companies or invest in companies that aim for mitigation.
Aside from reduced cost for insurance companies, there are wider societal cost related to climate change.
A recent article estimated that achieving the most stringent climate change target set in the global Paris
agreement will save the world about $30tn in damages, far more than the costs of cutting carbon
emissions economic costs (Burke et al.,2018). Improved long-term decisions through enhanced political
discourse based on evidence.
These narratives show that economic actors are already taking account of climate change by using
models that are fed by data that partly originates from ICOS. Thus, ICOS mitigates damages by enabling
better ensuring and by facilitating less carbon-intense choices by investors.

8.6

KPI 11: Improved long-term decisions through enhanced political discourse based on
evidence

The essence of this indicator is in the last words: based on evidence. Assuming that ICOS realises impacts
along the full range of the impact framework, there will be high quality observations, which will be
disseminated in publications or products which are relevant to policy makers. These policy makers in
turn have the potential to influence science policy. The point of this indicator is not to quantify the
likelihood that this impact happens, but to describe how it can be measured in an objective fashion. Here
we use Altmetrics to pinpoint how much policy attention has been paid to the ICOS related publications,
and who these policy bodies are. This should be read as a baseline to be used in future monitoring of the
‘real’ ICOS data.
The Altmetric analysis presented in section 6.3, which was based in the list of 323 publications provided
by ICOS show a total of 28 policy mentions. The Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) of the UN,
the Publications office of the EU, National Academies Press, UK Government, the IPCC, and the Dutch
Government are amongst the bodies that have paid attention to these publications. For example, an
IPCC document from 2013 (Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis, IPCC 2013) refers to two
of the articles that were provided. Although this total of 28 may not seem a lot, is important to keep in
mind that this analysis was based on data which pre-date ICOS-certified data. A vast majority of people
we have spoken to feel that there will be a step change in the impact of publications based on ICOS data
when these will be based on ICOS data from certified measurement stations.
This conclusion is supported by the results of the survey, a majority of the participants is convinced
(80%) that ICOS will lead to an improved quality of decision making on CO2-relevant topics. Beside that
is the population indicating (90%) that the data delivered by ICOS will lead to a better understanding of
GHG emissions and uptake (figure 22). Besides this, the respondents support the statement that ICOS
will contribute to the delivery or production of timely information relevant to the improvement of the
GHG policy and decision-making (figure 23).
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Figure 22: Potential influence ICOS on policy making I

Technopolis Group
Figure 23: Potential influence ICOS on policy making II

Technopolis Group

Finally, interviews with scientists additionally provided some insight in problems that can arise in the
communication between scientist and policy makers. We found that in some instances there appears a
disconnect between the desire of scientist to provide objective and factual information (“This is what we
know”), and the need of policy-makers who want analysis results that provide a ready and unambiguous
interpretation, with a clear suggestion for the direction of policy. In other words, they want an answer
to the question “What should we do?” Scientists prefer to maintain a strict division of worlds: One in
which information is provided, and one in which decisions and policy recommendations are made based
on that information. Doing so enables them to avoid being politicised, but it leaves policy-makers in lack
of interpretation of the knowledge, caused among others by the highly technical nature of climate data
and models.
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We found many policy-makers who respect this scientific divide, and approach scientific bodies, such as
WMO, as technical agencies that provide data or analytical services, such as GHG measurements, carbon
budgets, or impact assessments of policy propositions. This illustrates that societal impact of scientific
measurements may be present but can only be the result of decision-makers that are sensitive to factual
information, know where to find it, and willing and able to act upon it. It also illustrates that the
interpretive role of agencies such as WMO is paramount to brining knowledge to policy makers. This
makes them an important stakeholder in ICOS mission to improve long-term, decision making.
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9 Innovation: promoting technical developments, interaction with
industry, testing and deployment of new instruments and techniques
The indicators in this category cover in part indicators that are traditionally used to measure economic
impact. We distinguish downstream economic effects as outcomes that follow from ICOS operations and
(data) products, and upstream economic effects factors that are required for ICOS to do its work, i.e.
human resources and infrastructure. The indicator formation of public-private partnerships and
outcomes: products and enterprises can be considered a downstream economic effect of ICOS. The
indicator investments mobilised by ICOS is an upstream economic effect.

9.1

KPI 12: The formation of public-private partnerships and outcomes

Markets and technologies are pushed by the demand of several large clients. Especially small markets
as the GHG measurement instrument market are influenced by the decisions of large customers. In the
market of GHG measurement instruments ICOS is one of the world’s largest users. The instrument
precision needed to meet the measurement standards required by ICOS influences the dynamics on the
instrumentation market.
In the procurement of measurement instruments, ICOS asked the producers to demonstrate their
products through an open tender. After the tendering period the instruments that ICOS chose to equip
the measurement stations with were selected from a variety of producers. The industrial partners
indicate that ICOS affects the quality of their products in a positive way: ICOS’ high standards function
as a driver for industrial partners to increase the quality of their products. The improvements in
instrument precision and reliability occur in a collaborative exchange between instrument
manufacturers and measurement stations, or in exchange with working groups linked to the
measurement assembly in the case of new measurement variables. Some companies adjust their
instruments specifically with the aim to fit into the ICOS network over a longer period of time. However,
such adjustments and quality improvements are done without extra investments; the investments in
R&D are incremental and would have occurred with or without ICOS. The producers indicate that the
most important role of ICOS on an economic perspective is the testing and calibration done at the ICOS
sites and the organisation of annual meetings and discussions, where instrument makers meet scientists
and each other and exchange ideas on how improve measurement accuracy. A commentary from some
industrial partners is that they would like to have the opportunity to present technical abstracts at the
ICOS annual meeting to increase to opportunities to discuss their instruments. Currently they can only
be present at the meeting as a vendor, and they belief this inhibits their possibilities to go into depth.
Finally, industrial partners expect that the ICOS’ influence on their market will increase when ICOS
starts to publish data based on their products.
We found no public-private partnerships that can be attributed directly to ICOS. There are a number of
informal partnerships between private enterprises and ICOS, such as InSitu (http://www.insitu.se/), a
company involved in implementing instrumentation of the kinds that the ICOS uses and which uses
ICOS Sweden stations as a "test facility" for new technology. Other collaborations are based in the
scientific domain, such as the collaborations that ICOS established that connect national weather
institutes or research groups to ICOS on scientifically related issues.
Within the list of 463 publications provided by ICOS, we found two patents; both related to the same
publication 27. Despite the fact that this publication predates the ICOS, it is reasonable that some limited
number of patents related to work based on ICOS data will continue to be published, based on both preICOS and ICOS data.

Application FR-2998055-A1 by the National Industrial Property Institute, 16 May 2014 and Application WO-2014072528-A1
by the World Intellectual Property Organization, 15 May 2014, both linked to ‘CO2 surface fluxes at grid point scale estimated from
a global 21 year reanalysis of atmospheric measurements’ published in Journal of Geophysical Research, November 20.
27
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There are strong arguments that ICOS has socio-economic impact but there are many questions on how
to describe it. The ‘Group of Eight’ leading universities in Australia has listed them in a background
paper:
• Impact of research can be indirect, long-term, depending on forces outside the research system, and
even be negative.
• Environmental Research Infrastructures in general, and ICOS in particular, generate important
knowledge on our ecological life support systems that provide priceless services. This is particularly
evident in the field of GHG:
• Not reaching our safe climate change target by inadequate mitigation will lead to extremely large
societal costs for adaptation, loss and damage; cost which could be easily compensated due to
improved effectiveness of the mitigation strategies.
As seen in figures 9, 15 and 24, the development of new technologies and a better synchronisation of
instruments is a valuable addition of ICOS to the research area. The survey results support the earlier
findings that ICOS is an accelerator of technological development in the research areas related to ICOS.
One third of the respondents indicate that collaborating with ICOS has led to new or improved
instruments or other hardware (figure 24). The observation that ICOS supports the development of new
instruments was also highlighted in the interviews with representatives from the industry and from the
ATC.
Figure 24: Industrial influence of ICOS
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In addition to hardware and products, ICOS also contributes to software and model testing. Examples
are the development of a Near-Real-Time (NRT) data processing flow which was developed and
implemented at the ICOS ATC, and data processing software QuinCe, an automated online tool for data
submission, processing and quality control, developed by the ICOS OTC.
The economic impact of ICOS is apparent to a quarter of the survey respondents (figure 25). Bearing in
mind that 10% of the respondents is actually from a commercial entity this is considerable, especially
since ICOS has only recently started publishing data from ICOS-labelled stations. The finding that ICOS
has a positive impact on industry is supported by findings from our interviews with commercial
partners. In these interviews several of them emphasised that the fact that they provide measurement
instruments to ICOS functions as a quality mark towards other customers. This in turn has a positive
effect on the sales of their measurement instruments. The hypothesis that ICOS has a positive effect on
the employment of related institutions is supported by findings from interviews with researchers
connected to institutions in France, the Netherlands and Sweden.
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Figure 25: Influence of ICOS on spin-offs and employment

Technopolis Group

9.2

KPI 13: Investments mobilised by ICOS

The investments mobilised by ICOS can be considered an upstream economic effect of the ICOS ERIC.
This indicator reflects the costs associated with building the ICOS network assuming no prior
infrastructure (this is the method used by ESFRI) and provides a baseline for the growth of the ICOS
infrastructure over the coming years.
9.2.1

Investments from member countries into ICOS

ICOS mobilised a capital value creation of €108 M, this sum can be split into intangible and tangible
investments. The tangible value creation was €85 M of the total sum and the other €23 M was intangible
value creation 28. The largest part of the tangible value was created by the development and construction
of the observational network. For this specific part ICOS mobilised €66 M. The largest value creation by
the construction of the national observational network construction was done through investments in
the hardware of the ecosystem stations and the construction work at the ecosystem stations. Another
large tangible investment post was the construction of the Central Facilities, the construction of the
facilities varied from €1,5 M for the OTC to up to €3,6 M for the ATC and the FCL. Beside the tangible
value creation ICOS also mobilised intangible value creation in three different economic sectors. In the
IT sector ICOS mobilised €10,8 M linked to the development and implementation of data life cycle. The
second largest intangible value creation is related to the overhead of the ICOS head office, set-up and
management of this new research infrastructure: to get all these developments in place ICOS mobilised
€6,610,00. A third and final intangible investment stream linked to ICOS is described as the
conceptualisation of observational networks.
The membership contributions consisted of both tangible (measurement stations) and intangible
(research networks) investments. The membership contributions were in part supported by the EU
funding, and were used to facilitate salaries, equipment, operations and overhead costs. Contributions
are initially transferred to ICOS as a general income and then get redistributed to the Head Office,
Carbon Portal, ATC, ETC, OTC, FCL, and the CRL. These funds were for a large majority (69% of the
budget) used to develop the National Networks, ten percent of the budget was used to facilitated ICOS
28 Tangible assets are physical in nature that can be either long-term or short-term assets, whereas intangible assets are long-term
assets that are not physical, but intellectual property.
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ERIC and the other fifth of the budget went to the further development of the Central Facilities. From
the Central Facilities ATC received most funding (€1.5 M), followed by FCL (€1.3 M); ETC, OTC and
CRL each received less than €1 M. An interesting observation is that the large majority of the
investments was in cash and not in kind; only Norway and Italy contributed both in cash and in kind to
the development of the Thematic Centers (ICOS Financial Report Draft, 2017).
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10 Cooperation: making ICOS the European pillar of a global in-situ GHG
observation system
ICOS’ ability to build positive collaborative relationships with other infrastructures, its success in
integrating its work with that of other GHG observation systems, and the acceptance of ICOS by
researchers are important factors that determine the success of ICOS in becoming a European pillar of
the global in-situ GHG observation system. The indicator joint ventures, asset sharing, joint research
activities with other research infrastructures gives an overview of ICOS’ position in the field of climate
research and describes the extent to which ICOS has become a blueprint for other infrastructures. This
indicator is again shaped for a large extent by the level of internal organisation of ICOS. The number of
attendees of and presentations during the ICOS Science Conference and application of ICOS data in
globally leading models are both indicators which reflect the extent to which the research community
accepts ICOS Finally, the indicator recognition of ICOS as a blueprint for global measurement
networks describes the current perception ICOS’ success in this area, based on information from
interviews and document analysis.

10.1 KPI 14: Joint ventures, asset sharing, joint research activities with other research
infrastructures
ICOS is involved in a large number of important collaborations. One part consists of joint activities and
collaboration with (other) existing RIs. Examples are the ENVRIplus project, that aims to find solutions
to shared challenges specifically for 22 European Environmental and Earth System Research
Infrastructures (RIs) and the ENVRI FAIR, which aims to implement the FAIR principles (Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable) into European Environmental and Earth Systems Research
Infrastructures (ENVRIs) and connect it to the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC). In the EOSC
pilot, ICOS integrates climate data from different sources with different simulation models. In addition,
RIs from the current ESFRI roadmap environmental and associated fields collaborate with developing
RI networks and technical partners to strengthen interoperability and improve their services. The ERIC
Forum project, currently awaiting grant assignment, is a proposed project in which all existing European
Research Infrastructure Consortia (ERICs) will come together to improve structural collaboration and
coordination.
To be able to sustain ICOS, ICOS initiated collaboration with 21 research institutes in the RINGO project.
It aims to consolidate and enhance the quality of the observational networks, improve data streams and
technology to meet the demands of science. Furthermore, the project aims to support countries in
building a national consortium and work on political and administrative readiness for sustainable
continuation of ICOS.
ICOS and other European also RIs collaborate in international networks. ICOS contributes to an analysis
report on the position and complementarities of the major European research infrastructures in the
international research infrastructure landscape (RISCAPE project). It helps to develop interoperable
systems and a research agenda for observation of the carbon cycle, greenhouse gases and air quality
measurements in EU-Africa RI cooperation.
Furthermore, ICOS contributes to Global Initiatives to observe carbon and greenhouse gases (VERIFY
project) and has been instrumental in bringing together the research community in projects such as the
Group on Earth Observations Carbon and Greenhouse Gas Initiative (GEO-C) and the Global
Greenhouse Gas Information System (IG3IS). Both these latter two projects aim to bridge the divide
between (fundamental) research findings and the application of this knowledge by high-level decision
makers, and ICOS involvement in these projects rightly capitalises on the unique position that ICOS
holds at European level.
In addition to these activities, ICOS has been actively in contact with several European countries that
have expressed their interest in joining ICOS. The Director General visited most of these countries to
advocate ICOS and the benefits of joining ICOS (ICOS Annual Report 2016). These efforts are fruitful.
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The Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) was impressed by the progress made in obtaining commitments
from nations to ensure long-term continuity of sites with the ICOS Thematic Centres. They concluded
that ICOS has been proactive in tapping funding opportunities and developing relationships with
research organisations, demonstrating that it is providing added value to the scientific community
ICOS ERIC has currently no centrally coordinated access programme to the ICOS sites, however,
experiences were gained during the InGOS Integrated Activity (2011–2015) where several common
experiments were conducted at ecosystem sites through the Trans National Access (TNA) (e.g. on
comparing chamber and eddy-covariance measurements on N2O fluxes). ICOS ERIC currently
coordinates the research infrastructure cluster project ENVRIplus (2015–2019) that has two work
packages that tackle the problem of access to large distributed research infrastructures. The potential
participation of ICOS ERIC in TREEFORCE (funding pending) will allow asset sharing by enabling
coordinated access to all 23 long-term highly equipped and standardised forest observational sites in
ICOS (TREEFORCE proposal).
The ICOS ERIC is an active player in developing the European environmental research infrastructures
landscape and provides support to other research infrastructures. Examples are ICOS’ support to the
project called ‘Supporting EU-African Cooperation on Research Infrastructures for Food Security and
Greenhouse Gas Observations’ (SEACRIFOG) by developing its measurement network and data
management, and ICOS involvement in different ENVRI FAIR 29 work packages, including
communication strategies and tools, development of (meta)data services and biodiversity and ecosystem
subdomain implementation. Through the provision of these services ICOS is increasingly considered a
blueprint for other research infrastructures.
ICOS is one of the early adopter communities that were invited in the EUDAT2020 project to take up
the cloud technologies designed as the B2-suite that will now form the core of the CDI (Collaborative
Data Infrastructure), serviced in the European Open Source Cloud. ICOS is also being represented in
Group of European Data Experts (GEDE).

10.2 KPI 15: Number of attendees of and presentations during the ICOS Science Conference
The collaborations described above are an indicator of large-scale joint research activities. At a smaller
scale, ICOS also has an important community function in bringing together researchers from different
scientific domains across Europe. A clear and instant reflection of the size of ICOS community is ICOS’
bi-annual Science Conference, which started in 2014 and of which the third edition will take place 11–
13th of September 2018 in Prague. The number of attendees and presentations at the ICOS Science
Conference is an indicator of acceptance of ICOS by researchers in the field, as it reflects to what extent
ICOS is considered the go-to place to disseminate research findings.
The participant numbers show that there is a stable attendance rate of around 200 participants for each
of the conference editions so far: 214 in 2014, 207 in 2016 and 153 this year (2018), counted three weeks
before the registration deadline. Attendees come from research groups all over the world, with an
average over 23 nationalities represented at the ICOS Science Conference, ranging from China and
Kenya to Switzerland. On average 10% of the attendees has an affiliation outside Europe. In addition to
the participants, the ICOS Science Conferences are also well-attended by exhibitors. These exhibitors
are companies who currently work with ICOS or who are interested to do so. In 2016, 20 commercial
companies sent representatives to attend the Science Conference, and in 2018 so far (three weeks before
the deadline) 11 companies have representatives registered to attend 30.

ENVRI FAIR is the connection of the ESFRI Cluster of Environmental Research Infrastructures (ENVRI) to the European Open
Science Cloud (EOSC) and builds on the capacities if research infrastructures which have developed in-depth expertise on their
different fields of environmental research.
29

30

There were no data are available on the number of exhibitors at the 2014 Science Conference.
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10.3 KPI 16: Application of ICOS data in globally leading models
The provision of data that are compatible with those gathered by the super-sites and international
programs is a prerequisite in order to build models that describe the global carbon cycle. The application
of ICOS data is in part guided by the acceptance of ICOS data and models by the scientific community.
The indicator application of ICOS data in globally leading models describes how ICOS data and models
are used by the scientific community. It also revolves around the question of the type of data that ICOS
currently provides, and what type of data would enhance the application of ICOS data in globally leading
models.
ICOS data are currently used by a number of organisations which provide level 2 and level 3 data 31 such
as the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) Integrated Global Greenhouse Gas Information
System (IG3IS) and Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in the US. ICOS also provides metadata; this includes information
about data provenance, description, quality, processing, maturity level (raw data streams, automated
quality control, processed, derivative products), and collection context. Although attribution to ICOS
metadata is hard to find, a number of interviewees at organisational level mention that especially these
metadata are a valuable source to new research groups and research infrastructures providing support
for interoperability with other observatories, archives, and databases
Given the accepted high quality of ICOS data, we found that, specifically when there will be regular ICOS
data coming through the CP, there is a potential demand for level 3 data provided by ICOS. It has been
agreed that the Carbon Portal will provide operational products – e.g. flux maps from inverse modelling
– and supports the integration of external modelling results. ICOS holds the capacity to establish the
information infrastructure for a European GHG information system as outlined in the respective
Copernicus reports and the VERIFY project.

10.4 KPI 17: Recognition of ICOS as a blueprint for global measurement networks
As described in section 3.1, climate change is a global phenomenon and relies on global measurements
to inform models. The previous sections described ICOS place within the network of European research
infrastructures (5.1), and the acceptance of ICOS data in global models (5.3) The indicator recognition
of ICOS as a blueprint for global measurement networks describes ICOS positioning in the global
measurement networks, and extent to which ICOS is considered a bluemprint for global measurement
networks according to the perceptions of the the different stakeholders we talked to.
ICOS is involved in a wide range of projects with a global coverage. The large number of joint research
activities that ICOS is involved in is testimony to the fact that the data gathered by ICOS have added
value to the research community beyond the ICOS members. Examples of programs that ICOS is
involved in are global networks such as the WMO World Data Center for Greenhouse Gases (WDCGG),
the Surface Ocean Carbon Atlas (SOCAt), and the global data base on ecosystem fluxes (FLUXNET),
super sites such as the Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE) and National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAAA) in the US, and the WMO Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW),
the US Global Change Research (GCR) and Carbon Cycle Science Program (CCSP), and the Global
Climate Observing System (GCOS), Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS), Global
Carbon Project (GCP) in Europe. Co-location of measuring sites and participation in international inter
comparison programs (ICP) are some of the steps that ICOS has taken to facilitate this inter-operability.
This list also illustrates the complexity of the research landscape in which ICOS operates: on one hand
its data collection and research activities are aligned with globally operating infrastructures, whilst on
31

Data levels are Level 0: raw sensor output; Level 1: data reduction and automatic quality assurance performed; Level 2: final
data set, QCed by PI; Level 3: elaborated data products using ICOS data
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the other hand it has a clear mandate to strengthen and structure the European research area (ERA),
working with ESFRI projects in Europe. These two activities are not mutually exclusive, but we found
that for some stakeholders it is unclear where ICOS strategic emphasis lies.
Co-location of measuring sites and participation in international inter comparison programs (ICP) are
some of the steps that ICOS has taken to facilitate inter-operability. However, the acceptance of ICOS
data and models at this moment in time depends on the ICOS data that are forthcoming from the CP.
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11 Conclusion
A core objective of this study was to analyse the impacts achieved by ICOS ERIC and provide ICOS ERIC
with an impact framework which consists of useable and relevant indicators. As this report shows, ICOS
has been successful in establishing positive impact on most impact indicators. This is specifically an
achievement because ICOS is both a distributed and a virtual research infrastructure, which means that
ICOS faces specific challenges.
Some of these challenges are specific to distributed research infrastructures, and, as identified by ESFRI,
revolve around the need for effective data access, data analysis capability and long-term preservation of
data. Other critical features of distributed research infrastructures are the fine balance between on the
one hand added value in being an international research program, and on the other hand added value
of a distributed, yet integrated, RI. Challenges that are specific to environmental research as opposed to
research on more exact topics include the multidisciplinary nature of ICOS’ research and potential
reliance on technologies that develop at a fast pace (ESFRI 2016). The complexity of the challenges is
reflected in the equally challenging aims and positioning of ICOS. For example, to both support scientific
excellence and to contribute timely information relevant to the GHG policy and decision making; to be
part of a global information system on greenhouse gases and be a European pillar of global in-situ GHG
observations.
The impact indicators presented in this report have been developed throughout the study with these
challenges in mind. The results of this study show ICOS achieved impacts and puts these in the context
of ICOS strategic objectives. To some degree, it can be read as a reflection of how well ICOS meets the
challenges faced by virtual and distributed research infrastructures in general.
Although in many cases it is too early to review quantitative evidence of the impact that ICOS has
generated, this study has gathered a substantial base of qualitative evidence for ICOS’ impacts. Together
with the available documentation and survey results it paints a picture of a research infrastructure that
is highly relevant within the European GHG research community. It has obtained this position for an
important part through the successful implementation of measurement protocols throughout the
research infrastructure combined with a transparent and efficient data life cycle. One of the core tasks
of ICOS since the start has been, and still is, the development of the standardisation requirements of the
National Networks. Although many stations are still awaiting approval, the first stations that have
undergone the station labelling process have now received the status of an official ICOS station, and are
publishing data through the CP. Despite the long duration of this process, and the fact that data are only
now becoming available, scientist working with ICOS are very positive about the improvements in data
quality that ICOS has brought about: not only the quality of the physical measurements done by the
measurement stations, but also to the transparency of the data processing chain, and reliability of the
data quality. According to scientist themselves improvements in data quality and the harmonising of
data processing protocols across measurement stations are already improving the quality of scientific
output. With the projection that by the end of 2019, 80-90% of the stations will be labelled, the focus of
the Thematic Centres is expected to shift more and more towards the further development of the ICOS
RI, through data analysis and providing support to the National Networks. In many cases this is a
desired development for the scientist involved.
The bibliometric analysis that was performed using publications which predate the ICOS ERIC indicate
the high potential that regularly updated ICOS data from ICOS certified stations has, both inside and
outside the academic world. The fact that there is a high uptake of ICOS’ data-related services and global
data products, even in the absence of ICOS-certified measurements suggest that ICOS fulfils a need in
providing a platform for data analysis. The DOI minting process recently implemented by ICOS should
improve attribution to ICOS both in academic publications and can potentially be used to improve
attribution to ICOS data products, provided that this process is adequately implemented.
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ICOS effectiveness to unify the European climate science field has also had effects on innovation and
R&D. These originate mostly from the fact that ICOS is a single large procurer with high demands.
Suppliers of sensors and other measurement instrumentation mention that being an ICOS client counts
as a sort of quality certificate. Upstream economic impacts in the way of investments mobilised by ICOS
are significant and are primarily related to country contributions, 90% of which is used for National
Network development and further development of Central Facilities.
ICOS is firmly integrated in the European research infrastructure landscape, certified by the large
number of joint research activities with other RIs, and the use of various methods and practices
developed by ICOS in other research infrastructures. At the same time ICOS is involved in a wide range
of projects with a global coverage. The large number of services and collaborations linked to global
projects is testimony of the fact that the data gathered by ICOS have added value to the research
community beyond the ICOS members.
The combination reliable high-quality data on GHG, national coverage and the presence of a research
community means that ICOS data, even in their early stage, are already used by various communities
and organisations who provide information to policy makers. The ‘contribution of timely information
relevant to the GHG policy and decision making’ is one of ICOS’ explicit aims, and at the same time an
example of an outcome where it is very difficult, if not impossible to attribute impact to ICOS. The
narrative is that knowledge about which data are required to reach decision makers, where ICOS data
can contribute to improve policy decisions, and what the current visibility is of ICOS, is crucial help to
monitor ICOS’ relevance to climate action support. One example of this is the Fifth Assessment Reports
(AR5) of the IPCC, where ICOS contributed to several datasets. In addition, the report makes the explicit
recommendation to use longer timeseries in the estimation of changes in atmospheric concentrations of
GHG. ICOS can deliver these data, and thus this can be read as a clear mandate for ICOS to produce this
type of data.
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: Impact case studies
The case studies form a collection 2-page stories on ICOS’ impacts within the following Central
Facilities:
• Central Analytics Laboratories
• Ocean Thematic Centre
• Ecosystem Thematic Centre
• Atmosphere Thematic Centre
The other Central Facilities are the Carbon Portal and the ICOS ERIC Head Office. The Central
facilities collect, process and store the data measured at the ICOS stations.
The impact cases provide information and showcase examples of how impacts linked to ICOS came
about.
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Case study 1: Central Analytics Laboratories (CAL)
The Central Analytical Laboratories (CAL) aims to “ensure the accuracy of ICOS atmospheric
measurement data”. The CAL has the following tasks:
• provision of reference gases for calibration of continuous in-situ measurements performed at the
monitoring stations;
• the analysis of ancillary parameters in air samples taken at the ICOS monitoring stations;
• maintenance of sampling containers;
• development of sampling equipment;
• support of quality control activities (ICOS CAL website, 2018).
The CAL currently consist of two laboratories:
• The Central Radiocarbon Laboratory (CRL), which is situated in Heidelberg and hosted by the
Institute of Environmental Physics of the University of Heidelberg. Tasks of the CRL include 14 CO2
analysis; developing new 14CO2 sampling equipment; helping the atmospheric ICOS sampling
network; and testing and implementing fossil fuel CO2 (ff CO2) quantification, with the help of an
atmospheric pilot station.
• The Flask and Calibration Laboratory (FCL), which is situated in Jena and hosted by the Max-PlanckInstitute of Biogeochemistry. Tasks of the FCL include providing consistently calibrated real air
reference gases for ICOS stations; analysing gas concentrations, stable isotopes of CO2 and O2 level in
air samples from ICOS stations; providing support on the material involve; and quality control. For
the quality control they maintain internal quality assurance procedures and organise international
comparison (ICOS CAL website, 2018).
This case study focuses on the Flask and Calibration Laboratory. It first shows how the FCL contributes
to ICOS’ ability to provide harmonised data (compatible between stations), which is considered an
important attribute of high-quality data by scientist who work with ICOS data. Then, it discusses the
flask sampler machine as an example of the work that the CAL has done in the development of sampling
equipment. Finally, the cases study shows the contribution of the FCL to community building &
international cooperation. The information for this case study comes from public sources like the CAL
website (https://www.icos-cal.eu/) and several interviews with people working for the CAL.
Compatible data
The most obvious added value of the CAL is its role in improving the consistency of ICOS data, which
makes the data more accurate. Using the same reference standards for all stations is mentioned in
several interviews as a great advantage of ICOS.
Prior to ICOS’ existence, each measurement station was responsible for ensuring consistency in the data
it produced. ICOS provides a centralised means to organise comparisons between measurement stations
at an international level. ICOS also led to a change in the scale of operations for the CRL, resulting in a
large increase in the number of samples that they handle on a yearly basis (from a few dozens of samples
to hundreds of samples). Also, before the Central Analytical Laboratories became the central point for
analysing flask samples, providing reference gases and data evaluation a lot of effort was put in
comparability by individual stations with mixed results, often leading to incomparable data records.
Now, the same reference standards are used for all stations. This means that if a station sees a change
in a gas concentration and other stations see it as well, it can be quantified.
One of the roles of the laboratories is to facilitate inter comparable data, by the provision of reference
gases to all stations. The FCL has been doing this since 2014. In the beginning it was very busy, so PI’s
had to wait for the reference gases. But now all stations are equipped with reference gases which are
replaced when they run dry. Some stations are difficult to reach (e.g. in the mountains), making it more
difficult to deliver the reference gases, however this is taken in to account in the delivery schedule.
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Also, some of the analysis is done centrally in the laboratories, mostly when the amount of energy needed
is high or if it is expensive to do the analysis on site, for example when expensive equipment is needed.
In order to centrally analyse the gases in the Flask and Calibration Laboratory, stations fill flasks of 2
litres of gas. However, in April 2018 only three stations are delivering flasks to FCL, as the others are
not yet able to fill the flasks.
Even though great steps have been taken to achieve data harmonisation across the ICOS network, there
is still room for improvements. There are still differences between the equipment used in the stations,
and the guidelines are not always being followed, which has led to problems on several occasions.
Development of flask sampler machine
One of the tasks of the Central Analytical Laboratories is to develop sampling equipment. One example
of equipment developed by the CAL is the flask sampler machine.
The flask sampler machine has been developed as part of the ICOS preparatory phase (EC-FP7). Most
stations are not able to fill flasks and the ones that do (only three ICOS stations) are using primitive
constructions: a simple pump that fills a volume and needs to be stopped by the operator. The flask
sampler machine developed by ICOS is easier to handle and more convenient, as it communicates
directly with the FCL databases. You can program it, when and where you want a sample, and the
instrument sends metadata about the filling to the database. The ICOS flasks sampler also meets the
standards set by data protocols.
In 2017 a prototype of the flask sampler was tested in four pilot stations. This yielded lots of feedback,
which helped improving the instrument. Only these four stations are currently using the flask sampler
machine, because of the high purchase cost. In 2018 the projection is to produce ten more (?) flask
sampler machines. The production of the machines is done by FCL, because the production volume is
too small for a company. As the machine does contain any parts that are unique to ICOS, it can be used
by the wider (non-ICOS) air sampling community. There is already a broader interest for the machine.
Community building & international cooperation
At the FCL they have noticed that ICOS has improved community building and international
cooperation. The scientific community that existed before ICOS was grouped along EU projects which
are temporary in nature. ICOS provides more continuity in the community. Specifically, the Monitoring
Station Assemblies (MSAs) are considered very beneficial to the sense of community by those involved.
There are MSAs for the Atmosphere, Ecosystem and Ocean Station Network. All Station Principal
Investigators (PIs) are part of the MSA and meet twice a year.
Also, the international collaboration is easier with ICOS. For example, collaborating with the American
agency NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), is much easier when
communications go through one institution in the EU, instead of having different groups
communicating with them. When the FCL had the first inter comparison with the USA they were listed
in the result sheet as “EU”. This indicates that they see he FCL as a European effort, not as a German
organisation (since it is located in Jena, Germany).
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Case study 2: Ocean Thematic Centre (OTC)
The Ocean Thematic Centre is one of the four Central Facilities within ICOS. It is located in the Bjerknes
Centre for Climate Research in Bergen, Norway, and is responsible for the coordination of the ocean
network of ICOS.
Seven ICOS countries 32 currently contribute to the ICOS Ocean Network, monitoring carbon uptake and
fluxes in the North Atlantic, Nordic Seas, Baltic, and the Mediterranean Sea. The Ocean Station Network
is the most diverse of ICOS, as its twenty-one stations are based on both Voluntary Observing Ships
(VOS), Fixed Ocean Stations (FOS), and Marine Flux Towers (MFT) (see figure 26).
Figure 26: Map showing the locations of ICOS fixed ocean
stations (pins) and routes of voluntary observing ships (red
lines). From https://otc.icos-cp.eu/.

The OTC’s work consists of the following
tasks:
•
Coordination
activities,
which
includes liaison with the different national
groups within marine ICOS
•
Work with the shipping industry to
identify and agree access to ships and routes,
and data collection according to ICOS
protocols
•
Data processing and distribution
through the Carbon Portal (CP)
•

Training of PIs and technical staff

•
Development and testing of new
sensors and methodologies
This case study highlights the role of the
OTC in the last category, around the
development
and
testing
of
new
technologies. Technological innovations and
industry collaborations are part of the
upstream economic impact which is
considered one of the primary impact areas for Research Infrastructures. For ICOS specifically this type
of impact is only starting to take place, and anecdotally appears to occur most often in the Ocean domain.
In this case study we describe the work around autonomous vehicles (AV), which is one of the new
technologies that is being tested by the OTC. We discuss the main drivers for the development of these
AVs, their anticipated use, and we will try to answer the question why the OTC is one of the domains
where innovation appears most frequent. Background information for this case study comes from
internal documents 33 that ICOS has provided us with, public sources such as the OTC website, and an
interview with Richard Sanders from National Oceanography Centre in Southampton in March 2018.
Autonomous submarine development
The measurements done by the OTC are special in the sense that they cover vast areas of sea. Not only
are there vast areas where there is no land, large parts of the ocean are also international waters, which
means that no state controls it. This makes it doubly hard to do oceanic measurements, as it not only
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Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Norway, Sweden and United Kingdom.
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The OTC Cooperation Agreement, ICOS OTC marine station labelling step 2, ICOS Implementation Plan 2018-2019.
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requires a lot of measurements, but most of these measurements need to come from areas that are not
under the responsibility of one country.
Despite this lack of ownership around ocean measurements, there is a long history of international
collaborations in longitudinal ocean measurements for climate research. Examples are the world ocean
circulation experiment (WOCE) (WOCE website, 2018), which ran between 1990 and 1998, the still
ongoing Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS), started in 1991, Global Ocean Ship-based
Hydrographic Investigations Program (GO-SHIP) since 2010, and the Surface Ocean CO₂ Atlas (SOCAt)
which started in 2007. ICOS membership (for the UK in this case) has resulted in structural funding for
longitudinal ocean measurements, and a higher level of internal organisation than was previously the
case, as a consequence of the high-level measurements required for ICOS. From a scientific perspective,
ICOS has an impact by improving the level of long-term monitoring, and through its aim to measure
natural changes in the carbon cycle, which is imperative in order to understand the extent of human
contributions to perturbations of the carbon cycle.
This context explains to some extent why so many technological innovations take place in the ocean
domain: the presence of stakeholders and (overlapping) initiatives, which bring longitudinal funding,
that require measurements from large swaths of ocean that are not owned by anyone.
The development of autonomous vehicles for ocean carbon measurement at this time is driven by
various reasons:
1. The need for more data: although there are sufficient shipping routes in the northern hemisphere,
the southern oceans, from about 40 degrees south, are very deserted and do contain some of the
largest carbon sinks (Landschützer et al.,2015). Covering this area requires a large capacity of
measurement stations/ vessels.
2. Communication and coordination with merchant ship takes a lot of time.
3. The need to de-risk the wider field of oceanic measurements such as measurements under ice, or
measurements around oil spills.
4. Money. Autonomous vehicles can cover large areas and do it cheaply.
In 2014 the UK adopted the ‘UK Robotic and Autonomous Systems (RAS)’ strategy (British Parliament,
2018), which had as one of its aims to develop a new breed of unmanned surface vehicles (USV). This
strategy saw £400 million pounds (455m Euro) earmarked for key sectors including the marine industry
and an ongoing commitment to robotics. The Readiness of ICOS for Necessities of integrated Global
Observations (RINGO) project, a 3-year project which started in 2017 additionally provided funding to
develop the use of autonomous vehicles as part of WP3.3 ‘Moving towards an autonomous system to
measure ocean surface carbon uptake in regions and seasons where merchant vessel- based systems
are not suitable’.
Currently OTC measurements rely on a combination of sampling done by manned (research vessels,
carbonate system sensors on commercial ships) and unmanned stations. In addition, there are
measurements that are collected with floats, which drift on currents around the oceans. These ARGO
floats (Argo, 2018), which form global array of 3,800 free-drifting profiling floats, were first released in
2000, and originally only measured temperature and salinity in the ocean. More recently, p CO2 /pH
sensors are added to these floats, which at this moment in time give crude CO2 measurements. ARGO
floats are managed at European level by the EURO ARGO RI, which in turn coordinates the integration
of p CO2 /pH sensors on Argo floats with ICOS. Since these floats are undirected they cannot be
coordinated, and each year around 200 floats are released to replace floats that have reached the end of
their lifecycle (which is about 10 years). Here measurement instruments in an AV would bring the
advantage of being able to do better measurements, because of the type of instruments that can be
carried by an AV instead of a float, and that it would be possible to direct it, and bring to land when
needed to get the data and/or do maintenance.
The development of an autonomous vehicle for use by the OTC is a collaboration between the National
Oceanography Centre in Southampton (UK), the university of Exeter, and ASV (ASV global, 2018), a
company which develops unmanned marine systems. At this moment in time they are working on a
proof of principle, and the expectation is that the first test in UK waters will take place later this year.
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The core principle that is being developed is that of miniaturisation: to make the existing instruments
small enough to fit in a vehicle the size of a canoe. Most of the development of the shell takes part in
ASV, whilst the instrument development is primarily done in the university environment.

Case study 3: Ecosystem Thematic Centre (ETC)
The Ecosystem Thematic Centre (ETC) is one of the central research facilities of ICOS and coordinates
the ecosystem station network. The mission of the ETC is:
1.

The ETC coordinates the ecosystem station network by providing the highly standardised
protocols and instructions for the measurements and evaluating and safeguarding the quality of
the data.
2. The ETC supports the ecosystem station network with various services such as the centralised
chemical analysis of soil and plant samples and the centralised processing of all the data
collected.
3. The ETC ensures the continuous development of the ecosystem station network by testing new
instruments and methods to be deployed in the network (ICOS, 2018).

The Ecosystem Thematic Centre is coordinated and operated by research institutes of three countries:
Italy, France and Belgium. In April 2012 they signed a Memorandum of Understanding, confirming the
joint effort for establishing and operating the ETC. It is organised in four main units: ETC Executive
Committee Unit, Data Unit, Test Unit and Network Unit.
In 2017 the first three ecosystem stations received a Certificate for meeting the high standards of ICOS:
Siikaneva in Finland, Lonzée in Belgium, and Torgnon in Italy. By the end of 2019 all ICOS stations
should meet these standards. Also, in 2016 definitions of standards were made, data transfer was tested
and a web interface for metadata was developed. Another achievement in 2016 was the preparation of
“Instruction documents”, including clear and standardised methodologies. Furthermore, the first
vegetation samples were analysed at the ETC labs in France (Mailchimp, 2018).
This case study gives more insight in the role of the Ecosystem Thematic Centre within ICOS and
provides an example of innovations through the ETC. It starts with elaborating on how the ETC develops
standardised protocols and instructions, using a bottom-up approach. And subsequently, the case study
shows ETC’s contribution to testing new instruments and methods, like a laser scanner to measure the
volume of wood in a forest. For this case study publicly available information is used, like the ETC
website (http://gaia.agraria.unitus.it/icos/), and interviews are conducted with two employees of the
ETC.
Bottom-up approach using working groups
For defining protocols for instruments, methods, and processing of all variables the Ecosystem Thematic
Centre has chosen a bottom-up approach. This in contrary to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) where a top-down approach is used. The bottom-up approach of ETC works
with Working Groups (WG), where for each variable a new Working Group is started. The WG makes
instruction documents on the standardisation agreements, like types of sensors used, methods used and
other instructions.
The Working Groups are open to everyone, including individuals outside of ICOS, and often consists of
researchers from all over the world. Typically, at the beginning of a working group the ETC starts by
asking in their network who wants to coordinate a WG, and by inviting key people from other networks
(like the US, Canada and Australia) to join. Companies are also invited to participate in the WG’s and
multiple companies currently take part in different WGs. Although this is a potential conflict of interest,
companies also provide experts on sensors. The companies do not have a say in the final decisions, but
their knowledge is being used. Most of the WG’s are finished at this time, but when new technologies
are tested, the WG for that variable will start a discussion on whether to use the old or the new
technology. Also, if there is a new variable that could be interesting, ETC starts a new working group.
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The process for the working groups is simple and efficient. The WG’s start with workshops, where it is
discussed what should be in the documents. The coordinators write it up and ask for feedback from the
participants of the WG. After a few iterations the Principal Investigators (PIs) of the stations reach
consensus and the documents are finalised.
This bottom-up approach is time consuming but works well and has advantages such as the fact that all
knowledge from direct stakeholders is used in making decisions, which in turn makes it easy to
implement the decisions in the network as they are supported by the internal community and everybody
has had an opportunity to contribute.
Testing and implementing new technologies
The ETC also looks at new technologies. They follow new technologies that come out, and if deemed
interesting for ICOS, they test it by using it for measurements which run parallel to the existing
measurement. After the test, the decision to use the new technology is made by the working group based
on the test results. After approval the ETC coordinates the implementation of the new technology.
An example of a new technology the ETC is currently testing is a laser scanner which could be used to
make a 3D-scan of the volume of wood in a forest. This tree volume is difficult to measure as you cannot
use a destructive method, which is used for example for measuring biomass volume. The measurement
using the laser scanner is likely to be more accurate than the traditional method that is currently used,
which determines the volume of the tree based on measurements of the diameter at breast height. Also,
this traditional method requires a large sample size and it is labour-intensive. To verify the accuracy of
the test measures of the laser scanner, trees are felled after the scan has been made to define the exact
volume of the trees.
The technology for the laser scanner is not new, however the application of this technology to ecosystem
measurements is new. It is already used for estimating volumes in mining or in the building environment
to make scans of indoor rooms. After the tests of ETC it will be discussed in the broad network and
decided in the working group if this technology can be used to further improve ICOS measurements.
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Case study 4: Atmosphere Thematic Centre (ATC)
The Atmosphere Thematic Centre (ATC) is one of the four Central Facilities of ICOS. Each of the four
facilities has its own specific tasks to support the ICOS network. The main aim of the ATC is to coordinate
the atmospheric measurements of the ICOS measurement stations.
To fulfil this aim, the ATC has the following tasks:
• Regularly fulfil measurement technology surveys;
• Test and analyse the GHG and isotope measurement instruments of tomorrow;
• Develop new sensors through R&D programs at a national and international level;
• Maintaining a link with the industry (ICOS atmospheric thematic centre (2018).
The ATC has two laboratories in use:
• The Laboratory for Climatological and Environmental Science (LSCE) in Gif sur Yvette;
• The ATC mobile lab in Finland hosted by the Finnish Meteorological Institute in Helsinki.
Outside the two laboratories a large share of the activities of the ATC takes place at their data unit, which
is based in Gif sur Yvette has the daily task to process data and to offer support in the preparation of
data. Besides the handling of data the ATC supervises the data processing chain, and develops and
maintains in-house software to centrally process and quality control the data from the atmospheric ICOS
networks. The ATC ensures communication with ICOS Carbon Portal for (meta)data and allows the data
to be traceable to the international primary standard for GHG. It produces Near Real Time (NRT) data
products for ICOS researchers. Furthermore, the ATC serves as a training centre for ICOS atmospheric
measurements and quality control, quality assessment.’ 34
This case study will describe some of the unique features of the ATC such as:
• The ATC as innovation hub
• The ATC as a centre for testing and community building
• The mobile observation and calibration centre
To come to these observations and analysis publicly available resources were used, such as the ATC
website (https://icos-atc.lsce.ipsl.fr/) and interviews with ICOS and ATC related researchers.
Innovation hub
The ATC is considered to be an innovation hub in the area of scientific instruments. Employees from the
ATC and commercial partners (who use the ATC to develop their products) indicate that the facilities
offer the opportunity to improve the quality of their measurement tools. The access to and availability
of test facilities encourage manufacturers to develop instruments that can connect to other instruments
more easily. The employees also indicated that the emphasis from ICOS and the ATC on the
measurement of N2O enhanced the focus on this greenhouse gas. The manufacturers indicated that the
support from the ATC during test sessions strengthened their collaboration and helped to improve their
N2O measurements. The activities at the ATC helped to improve the instruments to become less sensitive
to atmospheric pressure and helped the stabilisation of the instruments.
Testing and community building
The ATC is a central and recognisable place in the ICOS infrastructure. Researchers and manufacturers
come from all over Europe to test their measurement instruments and discuss their scientific findings.
The ATC performs technological tests to find the best way to use the instruments for ICOS. The tests
bring together engineers and researchers from the entire world. For example: A partnership with an
Australian developer called Eco-Tech led to the further development of the Spectronus instrument. The
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Spectronus instrument is a trace gas and isotope Analyser which provides simultaneous measurements
of multiple greenhouse gas species without the need for frequent gas calibrations.
The ATC provides trainings to stimulate the better use of ICOS certified instruments. There are one or
two training sessions a year, depending on the amount of stations that will start in the near future. About
six to eight people per year attend the training sessions, often engineers and technicians, from different
parts of Europe. When all stations are constructed and ICOS certified, the ATC is thinking about creating
workshops instead of trainings.
An example of a beneficial effect is that the ATC encouraged companies to improve their instruments.
For example, for one manufacturer the ATC tested many instruments. When comparing the test-results
with the ICOS data, they discovered points of improvement for the instruments that the manufacturer
could not have found without ATC data.
The ATC has an important role in maintaining the database, testing instruments and finding problems
and solutions in the labelling process. Furthermore, their role in calibrating instruments maintains
important.
Mobile observation station
The mobile observation and calibration station is used by the ATC for audits and quality controls for the
ICOS labelled stations. It is a van fully equipped with scientific instruments that visits the different ICOS
measurement stations (see figure 27). During the visits for the audits the mobile observations station
also performs a general quality check of the ICOS labelled station. The testing and calibrating is done in
a thorough and secure way by scientific skilled engineers and researchers. The auditing team can audit
eight stations within two to three years, which is fine as most ICOS stations are still in a preparatory
phase. It is, like ICOS Finland, funded by the Ministry of Education and Culture, and Ministry of
Transport and Communications.

Figure 27: Mobile measuring station.

From https://icos-atc.lsce.ipsl.fr/)
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Since the mobile measuring station has
started the devices in the mobile measuring
station and the skills of the team have been
developed. The people from ATC in France
helped to improve the quality of the station
with their expertise. The audits became more
advanced since the auditing started four years
ago. All the ICOS stations can be tested, but so
far only a couple of stations in France,
Switzerland, Sweden, Germany and Finland
have been tested. The reason that the tested
stations are limited is that many stations still
have to go through the ICOS-labelling
procedure. The audits are reported and are
accessible to the whole ICOS community. The
team that is auditing the stations presents
annually during the ICOS monitoring
assembly.
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List of interviewees
Table 3: List of interviewees
Institutions

Type

GCOS

Social

ICOS ERIC

Social

ICOS Head Office

Social

Impacts on Agriculture, Forests and Ecosystem Services

Social

Lund University

Social

Swedish Research Council

Social

World Metrologic Organisation (WMO).

Social

Ameriflux

Science

Atmosphere thematic

Science

Carnegie department of Global Ecology

Science

Flemish Institute for the Sea

Science

Flemish Institute for the Sea

Science

Heidelberg University

Science

Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel

Science

National Institute of Optoelectronics Romania

Science

University of Antwerp

Science

VU University

Science

Wageningen University

Science

NASA

Political

US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Political

Atmosphere Thematic Centre

Operations

Ecosystem Thematic Centre

Operations

Heidelberg University

Operations

ICOS CAL

Operations

ICOS Head Office

Operations

ICOS Head Office

Operations

Lund University

Operations

Ocean Monitoring Assembly

Operations

Aerodyne

Commercial

Air Liquide

Commercial

Campbell Science

Commercial
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Institutions

Type

Gill instruments

Commercial

Licor

Commercial

Picarro

Commercial

Technopolis Group
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Interview questions
Introduction
• What is your position and how long have you been involved with ICOS? In what role?
• What has driven you to start to take part in ICOS? What were your objectives?

Science (data)
• What has been the impact of ICOS for the quality benchmarks of GHG-data in Europe so far? What
will the ICOS data when they become available add to this?
• What defines good-quality data in your field? Is it length of timeseries/ accuracy of measurements/
harmonisation with other measurements/ transparency of processing?
• [If relevant] Is there any other way you could have obtained GHG data for your project(s)? What is
your experience with using other sources of data?

Science (scientific excellence)
• do you refer in your top 5 scientific publications explicit to ICOS? Why? Are you aware of how
research findings are linked to ICOS if ICOS data or software has been used?
• Have you used any other ‘products’ of ICOS in your research, e.g. flask calibration, theoretical
models, pre-processed data.
• [If relevant] Has using ICOS data had a positive effect on the quality of your research. (has
accessibility of data led to better science) In what way?

Science (community building)
• What is the added value of ICOS for networking or community building ? Are there European
research groups [CO2] not associated with ICOS ? Size ?

Technology & innovation
• Can you give examples of hardware- & software-innovations triggered by ICOS related activities?
Would these innovations not have happened if it wasn’t for ICOS?
• For Carbon Portal: ask about GPL (General Public License). What is it? What are the benefits?

Economy (upstream—downstream)
• Do you know of any products based on ICOS data as available on the portal.
• Are you aware of any applications of ICOS-related hardware or software outside the scientific
community?

Public awareness
• Where, at which level, do you think ICOS (or: increased knowledge of climate change) has most
impact? (individual, population, system, mindset) What are the most important ways in which ICOS
contributes to this impact? What are next steps?
• [If relevant] Have you been involved in any educational activities related to your ICOS work? i.e.
giving presentations or developing education materials aimed at primary/secondary pupils or
university students?
• [If relevant] Does your work generally get attention in the media, or attention from policy makers?
Why?
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Political Decision making
• How relevant is the contribution of ICOS in your opinion to gain a better understanding of
greenhouse gas fluxes on a pan-European scale?
• What is the ‘problem’ that ICOS data solve?
• Do you know which ministries in your country fund climate science research? How stable is funding
for this type of research? And for ICOS membership?
• [If country is not a ICOS member]: do you know if there are measuring stations that contribute data
to ICOS? If so, how is this arranged? (formal contract, Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)/..)

Recommendations
• Is the quality of the services provided by ICOS improving since the beginning?
• Are there functionalities missing at ICOS? What should be improved to increase the impact?
• What could ICOS do to improve its impact (outside the scientific community)?

Final reflections
• Who would you recommend us to talk to if we would like to know more about the dynamics
considering ICOS, ICOS-ERIC and RINGO?
• Are there any final suggestions that you would like to share about this topic?

Network function (operational impact)
• What element of the research infrastructure is most valuable to you? Why?
• [If relevant] Do you think it pays off being a member of the ICOS ERIC?
• [If relevant] Are you aware of the fee that your institution/ host country pays to ICOS?
• [If relevant] How would you describe the role of the thematic centers/ carbon portal within ICOS?
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ICOS Survey questions
Dear reader,
Thank you for opening this survey. For ICOS ERIC, this year is themed with community interaction.
Therefore, we are running two projects. The ICOS Identity Study, for which you have already received
an invitation, and the ICOS Impact Assessment. The Impact Assessment of which this survey is a part,
enables us to look back what has been achieved already, and prepare our strategy for the near future.
We know this community interaction take valuable time that you probably want to spend on your
research topic. Still, we urge you to provide us with your valuable insights: this enables us to improve
ICOS and thus the way we can serve you.
This survey

Population parameters – 2 questions
1. Do you consider yourself as a researcher, or an applier of research results?




I do fundamental research
I do applied research



I do both fundamental and applied research



None of the above (please specify)



I use results from research to develop products

Science – 6 questions
2. Please tell us, how frequently have you used ICOS?


ICOS Data;
Methods and protocols (e.g. calibration, calculation) developed by ICOS;
Instruments developed for ICOS;
Other (specify).

3. Please indicate your agreement with the following statements


ICOS improves the quality of my work by:
improving data accessibility;
improving data continuity;
improving data geographical resolution;
Improving data time series length;
Improving data geographical coverage;
Improving the availability of standardised data;
Improving the precision of measurements;
Improving calibration samples;
Improving access to calibration samples;
Improving measurement protocols;
Harmonising data processing protocols in the EU;
Harmonising data processing protocols worldwide.
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4. To what extent is ICOS’ CAL, OTC, ATC and ETC important for your research and analysis tasks?
5. To what extend do you feel ICOS is realising her mission to?
6. Have you experienced situations where existing models or processing methods were adjusted
because of observations or measurements made by ICOS? If so, how/why?
7. Can you give us us citation references and/or DOIs of your (five) best articles using ICOS data or
methods?

Tech and Innovation + Economy – 7 questions
1. Are you aware of instances where ICOS output, knowledge or affiliation led to the formation of
public-private partnerships?
2. To your knowledge, did ICOS facilitate the development of new or improved methods, with
applicability beyond the ICOS domain?
3. Are you aware of any examples of new or improved instruments made because of ICOS
involvement?
4. Are you aware of any instances of original software or algorithms developed by ICOS?
5. Are you aware of any spin-offs or spin-outs linked to sample analysis hardware/ software?
6. Are you aware of instances where ICOS activities led/ will lead to increased employment and
turnover?
7. Are you aware of application of ICOS methods and/or data in commercial products (e.g. software
applications using ICOS data, weather models, calibration methods)?

Political decision making – 5 questions
1. Do you know of instances where political decision makers have based their decisions on
recommendations based on ICOS? If so, from what political level?




No
Yes, municipalities



Yes, province or region



Yes, EU



Yes, other (please specify)



Insights in CO2 emitters and uptakers





Yes, country
Yes, supranational (e.g. IPCC, UN)

2. If yes, what raises interest?




Policy effectiveness
Harmonisation of climate science
Other, please specify

3. Do you think that research directly facilitated by ICOS will lead to a better understanding of GHG
emissions and uptake?
4. What would be the primary mechanism behind this improved understanding of GHG emissions?
5. Do you think ICOS will lead to improved quality of decision making on CO2-relvant topics?
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6. Can you give the names of the most important policy documents and/or organisations (political
bodies) (you’re aware of) using ICOS related research results?

Society – 4 questions
1. Did you ever…


Reach mainstream media or popular science media with ICOS related research results?



Give public lectures (outside academia) about ICOS or research topics supported by ICOS
activities?



Teach at secondary or primary schools about ICOS or research topics supported by ICOS
activities?

2. Can you give examples (hyperlinks) of media or popular science media that you or your research
results have reached?
3. To your knowledge, does ICOS contribute to any of the following:


Increased number or improved quality of education programmes on climate science
If yes, can you lead us to evidence: what programmes at which institution?



More students for research topics initiated by ICOS



More graduations in research topics initiated by ICOS

If yes, can you lead us to evidence what: programmes at which institution?
If yes, can you lead us to evidence: what programmes at which institution?

4. One of ICOS statutory missions is the Facilitation of European research programmes and projects.
How do you feel about ICOS role in European research programmes and projects?
5. Are you aware of increased researcher exchange and mobility as a consequence of ICOS’ research?
6. To what extent does ICOS contribute to the existence of research, measurement or other
communities?

Wind-up – 4 questions
1. Who did/do you want to reach with your research based on the data from ICOS?
2. What challenges should ICOS overcome to have a more prominent impact? In








Science
Technology and innovation
Political decision making
Society
Other.

3. Do you have anything else you’d like to share?
4. Thank you very much for participating in this survey. Can we contact you for an interview on your
experiences?
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Glossary
ATC

ICOS Atmospheric Thematic Centre

CAL

ICOS Central Analytical Laboratories

CF

ICOS Central Facilities

CO2

carbon dioxide

CP

ICOS Carbon Portal

DOI

Digital Objective Identifier

ENVRI

Environmental and Earth System Research Infrastructures

ERIC

European Research Infrastructure Consortium

ESFRI

European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures

ESS

European Spallation Source

ETC

ICOS Ecosystem Thematic Centre

FP6

The Sixth framework program

GHG

greenhouse gas

GSF

The Global Science Forum

HO

ICOS ERIC Head Office

ICOS RI

The Integrated Carbon Observation System Research Infrastructure

KPI

Key Performance Indicators

NN

ICOS National Networks

OECD

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OTC

ICOS Ocean Thematic Centre

RINGO

Readiness of ICOS for Necessities of Integrated Global Observations

SKA

Square Kilometre Array

UK

United Kingdom
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